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FOREWORD

In order to achieve safe, efficient and economical pupil transportation, we must have well-qualified and well-trained school bus
drivers. Since it is only a part-time position in the majority of
cases, it is a problem to secure qualified drivers. Moreover, a
second problem arises because driving a school bus requires special
skill and information.
During each of the past several years, the Department of Public
Instruction, in cooperation with other agencies 3 has conducted bus
driver training programs at various centers throughout Iowa. While
present plans call for the continuation of this activity, we realize
the need for supplementing it with training programs for the school
bus driver at the local level,
The purpose of this bulletin is to assist administrators and
transportation supervisors in organizing and conducting driver training classes. It is not intended that each bus driver will be pro-

vided with a copy since this would defeat the purpose of the training
course.
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PAUL F. JOH^ST0N

Super intend41nj/ of Public Instruction
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State of Iowa
Department of Public Instruction
Paul F. Johnston:, Superintendent

School, Bus DrJ-yer Trainijng and Supervision

Dear Superintendent:
The material included in this circular is designed to assist you in organizing
and operating a jaajfjs and efficient transportation program.
At this point, we should add that we are indebted to Mr. W. T. Edgren, Assistenfc Superintendent, since a great deal of the material contained herein was
prepared by him during the fcime he served as director of the transportation division,
Nearly six thousand school buses are transporting approximately 260,000 children to and from public school each day in Iowa. These buses travel more than
52,000,000 miles of Iowa highways during the course of a school year at a cost of
almost $16,000,000.00.
In these days of growing traffic congestion, increasing traffic hazards and
mounting financial costs, it is essential that the men and women who have a part
in the transportation program be thoroughly competent. They must achieve a compefcence which can come only through adequate training and day to day supervision.
Some of you, we know, have already organized school bus driver training classes.
Others, however, have done very little along this line.
The essentials of such a training course are first presented in outline form.
Although major emphasis is placed on a training program for school bus drivers the
role of those who, besides the drivers, have responsibility for pupil behavior, and
of those who keep the records, cannot be slighted. It is hoped that you will give
this material your close attention.
You will note that recommended instructors for each section are indicated. In
districts where there is no professional staff member who has been appointed as
supervisor of transportation, the superintendent of schools should take over those
sections indicated for the supervisor. In any case, the superintendent should undertake to conduct section I which deals with the drivers position on the school staff
and the general philosophy of the school with regard to transportation, and, possibly,
section-XI.

There may, of course, be other qualified individuals in your community who could
be asked to participate in the specific areas of their competence. Community resources should be used when available.
Some of the smaller schools may find it difficult to organize an adequate
training program. Larger schools might find it possible to invite the superintendent
and school bus drivers of one or two such small neighboring schools to participate
in the service offered.
Please remember that we are always happy to assist you in any way we can»
Sincerely yours,

Arthur Roberts, Director
Division of Transportation
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A school district which undertakes to transport chi.ldr.fen to and from school
needs to gi-ve careful and continuous attent;iQn-to;;t;he many problems- ..rnvolved .
, Trans.portation i.s, an. important p.art of th? eduica1:io!na.l p,r'og.r,aur', which •ca.n.n.dt be
neglected without serious con^equen.ces re^sul^i;n,g.^. ^n::. '"; :;i:iCii ^: i'!

Y,our p.rogram ^ghquld be pr.g.a,niz,e4 to;;;aG;hieve .,t;hir;ee l?;r;oad,Job.jectlves:'..-';"••'

,1.,. TQ , transport chjil.dren., t,o ,and from.:.s;chQq,L ;a,n;d;' to -and from :s'ctibol

activities safely.
2. To do this job economically and efficiently.
••:..,
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3. To maintain a transportation environment which is consistent with,
^ a:nd equal -,£o.;,, the, general ed-ucati.'ona;l-,env'ir-onmEiTit.-:

, In .order ,fcQ achieve, tbepe. goals it is ne-cessary, for 'tihe .board o.f education
to make provision for sound administration. Thi-s requires -.placing direct respon-

sibilityrfor .admin^stratipn of transpor.fcation in the.i off?ice ;o.f ttoe superintendent
of schools. In order to relieve the superintendent! of;,,-@otne :o£ the detailed
burden involved, a staff member should. ,b;e; appoi.nte.d; to ^ se.rye^ ' under the superinte,nd.ent^.with^di.rect,responsibility for administration and supervision of the

transportation program. If the size of the bus fleet is large enough (approximately 20 buses) to ,^a^ra.]nt.,,iti....a,-.£ullt:L,me,^ran?portat.ii9n'-su.p-etvisorisdesire-

able. Driver-,training .instyu.ctors have interest and .traip^ng^in .this. field . If

available, they should have the opportunity to participate.
Proper administration of the transportation program requires:
1. A definite detailed set of standards for selecting, among the
candidates ay^Uab^e, indi,yi,dual&-,wh&;.have the.;p.hy9i;cal and men-

tal capacity to become good school bus drivers.
2. A definite and detailed,..training program, for ca.-nd.idates selected.
3. Day to day ^yj3:erv.isi,on ^pif, ,dr:iveris <• .';. , .;;;,;i •

4. An a^e.qua.t e,,,.ipa in t.e^ance, program,. : ,,,^ ; , -,:'.,:

5. Cpmpl.ete a;n;d .a.c.cii^ate .financial aGCounting.;,-;: :
1 -

-2°

6. Arrangements for educating and training pupils in safe practices.
7. Arrangements for informing the public about transportation proce:; dures.

. Several of these administrative requirements can be met only through a good
,-' I'

training, program for'school bus drivers and maintenance personnel. There should
be several hours of concentrated class work before a driver enters upon his duties
There ahou.ld be class discussion and training sessions during the school year.
Training is.a continuous task. A good training program wUl include the follow"
ing

areas:

.,.:..

I Administrative Organization , , ,, r

A. The driver s;relationship with others on the school staff.
:;J

B, Rules and regu-lations governing driver's conduct and general behavior.
.-;. .:,,:. C.: .The driver s contract obligations.

.. : •j:.^);,:' Ralationship between transport'a'tion and the general school program.
1.'. Inter-relationshi^s ''
j'l;^., ;;. .!?':..••.: ;.' '!i : •- •;• ;:

:2:. • Necessity 'for consii;stehcy
Recommended Ins tr.nQtQrs,. . ....

Superintendent of Schools
or

.^,
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;
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" . - Transportation Supervisor
:II.: Or:ganlz.atlon: !.'of the : Ma'fn'tenarice and Accouht'ing Programs
.;';..; A. The; driver's: responsibility for inspecting and reporting in connection
with the maintenance program. . r : •'.:;•
".
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1. The preventive~maintenance philosophy . ... -., ..

2. Daily, Monthly, Annual inspection routines :. ,.,
I
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,
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3. Reporting and;repairing responsibilities
B. The driver s responsibility for records, and reports in connection with
finan'G^"al'."'and pupil ac'counting.

1. Financial and pupil records to be kept.
!

:,.

..

i

•

•

2. Procedures involved in recording expenditures
3. Discussion of usefulness of adequate financial records
Instructors

Transportation Supervisor
Mechanic

Ill Qualifications of a School Bus Driver :
A. Established physical qualifications^ : : : !1
1. Importance of physical well-being • ''

2. Discuss physical qualifications
B. Psycho-physical factors
1.

.

"•

T.est

.1

:

•

~

~

drivers

for:

i

;

•

'

•

'

•'•

'

a. Reaction time , '::' •••"••'

b, Distance judgement •.•'.••

c. Field of vision ; .. . ;

d. Night vision
2. Discuss importance of each • ' " : ::
3. How to compensate for weakness ;
C.

Emotional

factors

'

:

1. Importance of emotional balance
2. Undesireable emotional traits :: .; :.

3. Attitudes which lead to; trouble :
Instructors

Transportation Supervisor
Driver-Training Instructor
IV Training and Experience in Handling the School Bus Under All Operating Conditions
A. Relationship between speed and weather and road conditions
B. Driving on the rural highway
C. Driving in city traffic
D. Stopping and starting on the highway
E. Right and left turns
F. Turning around
G.-' Backing
Instructor

Driver-Training Instructor

!-T
V Defensive Driving Techniques -• ' : -';" : •• ri:;'c-; ' -^ •-'• •••:..--...•.

A. The defensive driving..concept .'.' •-•'.'. ;.;--s ..'-'.•;

B. Driving defensively. ;i:mi.-iielation to: ' : ! •-• •

1. The vehicle ahead;:, ;i:-'!..i '- •':/r '•

2. The vehicle behind •"...-s':if-^ ,.•••.•:-•,-' ^ •••.

3. A vehicle approaching from the' bppasite ciirection
4. A vehicle approaching from right br'f:leffc;~''
5. A vehicle overtaking and pQ'S'sing •th^:'-!sch66'l bus
6. Overtaking and passing another vehicle'-C.

Route

hazards

'

;-

1. Railroad crossings • :i ' ^ ' : ' ''
c-

2. Narrow roads, bridges . :•• ' ' •:?:;

3.

Sharp

turns

4.

Hills

.:•

5.

Slippery

.':••:.-•

'

•

'-'

:

•

•

roads

.j

••'

:

:

•'

'

'

6. Loading and unloading zones '' .' • .

,.,,.
.,;
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Instructor

Driver-Training

Instructor

VI" Receiving and Discharging Pupils on the Highway .,..„,,. ..'•
.„;?-,:_,
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"•A. Section 321.372 - Code of Iowa
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1. The school bus driver
••

;•("!

.

'..•'••

•

"

•

a. Official stops
b. Driver procedure
./;•• .;.' ;,.u :

2. Pupil procedure
3. Motorist procedure

B. The time schedule
C. Policy in regard to discharging pupils at other than official stops

r ^••i.i " ; •" .'. 1:. lr.i " •>•"•'• '•' '' •'•'•'•

Instructors

Transportation Supervisor
Driver-Training Instructor

Highway Patrol

VII Traffic Regulations, Laws of the" Road- ' ' '/A. Local traffic regulations- 'J;y': •''"' ' • •' . • ;;- :'-'

B. Laws of the;road (Chapter 321, Code of Iowa)
• •r^a;--; :'•.. i ;;

Instructors
; ;:'l,oc!al1 Police1:':: !' '; ;

State Highway Patrol
VIII Accident Records - Accident Behavior
A. Analysis of traffic accidents
B. Analysis of school bus accidents
1. Discussion of situations most apt to lead to accidents
2. Application of defensive driving techniques
C. Accident behavior
1. First aid
2. Control of traffic
3. Care and use of the fire extinguisher
4. Accident reporting
Instructors

Transportation Supervisor
Driver-Training Instructor
Highway'Patrol
IX Driver-Pupil Relationships - .
A. Influence o'f7 driver personality and character
" ;B." The" bus as' a learning situation
C. Desireable pupil behavior -: ''•' • : • ''.';'!:'''.-''. .' '^ *

1. Entering arid' Fcavlng-the bus at loading', arid tinl-bad-ihg station
2. Entering and leaving the bu;s':at stops on highway :':
3.

Riding

in

the

bus

':

''

•'

:

''

4. Crossing the highway :• •- -.: .1 • • •: •

5. Walking on'the highway
D. Extent of driver s responsibility for discipline and general pupil
r. ••• • " :':i"^ r!r behavior

..^»

E. Acceptable disciplinary ;p^oaedures •rs':l!' '!''••' '

F. Unacceptable disciplinary procedures7';-'"" • ;'• '' :

..!'•• .;.:-.,;.•' ; '-?i'.: Instructor' ;

Transportation Supervisor
X Principles :o,f, Economical Operation
'•j

^'

''/;

A.

'

•

•

"

':';'

'

Preventive

maintenance

...,-

,

.,:^,.,. _?-:).; I :•. . U.£?

1. Lubrication
;^''

2. Electrical system
3. Cooling system
4. Wheel alignment
•:\- •.' "• '•'•'• • ii..' •' • •

5. Fronfc-end assembly - Steering gear

6. The school bus body
B. Connection between the inspection program and preventive maintenance
C. Operating techniques
1. Starting the motor
2. Shifting gears
, •!•

3 .:. Motor .load

••^VS-'j't^^- ' "' ••' ' :

4.- Tir.^ m.1 cage
5. Gasoline consumption ; :. ::;';i.j.i

.,... t-^'f ii . ;'.,- ;/:s.:;' ^••^. '.t^v.r Fns-tructors'':''

School Mechanic
f"J 'Local' Garage Mechanic
XI Driver-Supervisor Relationships ' • • iici';'
A. The drivQ:cs ;p;os:Lti(pnitn;;rdlaCion;:tQi'supgr'visii.on'':' ' '~

B. Importance qjE superviisicm'.i ^' •r. ;: ' • i:if'lil l^" ;--i':"

1. Good work commended '•i- : •r!; "!

2. Poor work corrected ; '?rJ ;; ;

In'str'uctors

Superintendent pf Schools
^n,..

;.„.

...^I.P..^

-!

•;.).;.'-^•::1':

•

'-••-•lor"'

:'M'-i:

•"

Transportation Supervisor

7-

XII Driver-Public Relationships .
A. The driver and his bus as public relations agents of the school,.
1. The general public
2. Parents

.3.

Motorists.

.

.•••!i.;...;'i-

'.'

.

:

:

'

'

"''••

'

"

B. Couyt^sy.^ ^nd--syrnpathetic.:coris±dQi:atioti for:, the other persons problems.

In addition to prcwi.ding ;a tr^iping-program for school bu's'i drivers', careful
attention needs to be given to the education of pupils in safe behavior patterns.
Teachers have responsibility here. Teachers should know in detail what is ex:,.-,.;..

,...

•

•

•

.....,:

..^!

:

•.

.

.

.

pected of pupils and should be trained to take an active part in teaching pupils
i

,....:(•-

:

.••:.

'

••

.'

•

'.

-

'•

t"'::

safety requirements.
; , Pgrents need .to ],cnow: about,.rules and regulations governing pupil'ibehavior.
acti,ye cooReration,;and,,assistance should be sought. .:;.-.n ;f.i

Motorists are expected to obey the school bus stop law. We cannot take it
for granted that they know their responsibilities. Local publicity efforts along
this line should prove very helpful.
J.;'.
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All school bus drivers should ;be required to sign a written cohtract. The
official school bus driver's contrqct,, TR-F-5-497, should be used< ''Local rules

and regulations pertaining to the driver may be added thereto.
The training of a school bus driver should ibegiin at the. .time..he signs his
contract. It is important for the driver to understand the general nature of

his job and what will be expected-of him.' Complete understanding will ^.liminate
later

difficulties..

.

:.....

.

:

'

.

.

:

^;-?i'^rij

This involves complete explanation to (:he dr.iver covering: : ;!

A. The driver s relationship to others on the school staff.
.The,driver shoul.d clearly, understand-his rel.ationship .to; o'thers: on:the
school staff. He should ,know he. is not independent .'of others .-f rHe should know

to whom he is responsible, from whom he takes orders, and to whom he reports.
B. . Rules gnd Regulatji.pn^, adopted-by .the board;. '' • ': 'lr:'

. Local regulations concerned with ;coi;iduc,t of;. the dr'iv.eic. should'be freely'
discussed.
jDr.i.Y.er character, personality,;'grooming,! .general, b.on.duct;, ;;ar'G import'arit •
fact,Qrs,.i,n the to£,al educations) 1; program,- Pupils are iund'eri the"''control df'.'fl-ie

driver in his bus for an appreciable length.'.of time each day. 'The pupils ,wi! 11
learn from the driver and the transportation environment. This is true whether
the driver wishes it so. or not,.. , He .ahauld be; awgi;ei of ii:»: •

There'should be a local regulation re-qui:ring the driver tp participate :rc::
fully in the local training program.
C. The drivers obligations under the contract.

As stated above, local regulations having to do with the driver may be
made a part of the official contract.
The official contract (required by Section 285.5 (5-9), Code of Iowa,
contains the following:
The driver agrees:
(a) To conform to all rules of the board of education in and for said
district adopted for the protection of the children and to govern
the conduct of the person in charge of said conveyance.

(b) To make such reports as may be required by the State Department of
Public Instruction, County Board of Education, or Superintendent of
S ---hools .

•2-

(c) To conform to all standards for operation of the school buses as required by statute or'-Eby legal'ly co'hstituted'authori
(d) To take bus to;''scho6t''buS inspections when held under auspices of the
Division of Transportation, Department of Public Instruction without
further cost to the board.
(e) To attend a county 6:r ireglonal school of instruction for bus drivers
when called by the State Department of Public Instruction, Division,.of
Transportation.

-

'^

•'••

••"-'-

;-

...:.;--.

(f) That the party of the second part can terminate this contract ,ar\d
••^dismiss, the party of th'e first part for'any inattention to duty, use of
..tintoxioatijng -Mqttors, imTHora'l' ccriducit,''-inc6mpetency, or for any other
good caus'e.:1' ';''' ••"'••' •1 ^';" "•••:~: •••"'•' '••'' '-'1

(g) That this contract shall not be in force until driver presents official
S.dhool-iBusi'-'Di'ive.i<^Permifcr.;';: "'' :"'-'" ••'• ': ''' "

All : terms' o£i the' .'CtS'ntr act'•sho'uld'be explained.. The driver should, know, for

instance, that the standards referred to under item c of the official' contract
may include specific daily inspection, maintenance, housekeeping, and reporting
duties . Under s't'aridlng' and organizati'on is; 'required. '

D. Relafci:o.riship between tfanspdrtafciori' :and the general school program.
.•The pbilb'sophy of: the •a'dTriihi's;tratiohi.'h-regard to transportation wi.ll have
a direct b.eaMng ormtl-le 'qualifiy;:0fi''t:h'e frarisportatioh p'rbgram.

By officially adopted policy,the board of education should insist that the
same high standards which govern •tihte operattbn of the sbhool program apply
equally to the transportation program. The administration should be as particula.r'.ab.oUt .the transportattdii-'erliVir'Oi-im^ht'^s it is about the classroom environment

A well operated school system will reflect - character. The obligation of
a school '..system to teach,: dirfec'tly;;and indirectly, citizenship and integrity is
accepted. A school district canri6t pracfca.'ce!: these virtues iri'some segments of
the. program and igndre .them" in: others.'" •'• •!1': ! ' "!: '-•' ^"; ^ '

An understanding, OH • the; par t'i o'f schboF bu's drivers;, bf the close relation-

ship existing between the general educational program and the trapsportaUon
progra'mi- should prove to be''very' he'l^>ftil. ' : : ' '

i?> ;' r: K •
r> "<iQ*.^o^

'1;a ";(:' ";'i • ' .'• .'i ; '„ ".; '-'<"• "^
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Driver Training Series II
Organization of fche Maintenance and Accounting'Program - None of the three'broad objectives can be met without an adequateimain-:
tenance

and

accounting

program.

:

:

;;'

•"

Organization details and administrative routines will vary from school
to school depending upon the size of the bus fleet, available personnel^and
maintenance facilities. In any case however, the maintenance and accounting

programs must be well organized with precise routines set up if they are to
function effectively.
A. The Maintenance Program
Your maintenance program should place heavy emphasis on preventive aspects*
The term, preventive maintenance, may be defined as a program which aims to
prevent failure of the vehicle or any of its parts. Corrective maintenance
means to make repairs after a breakdown has occurred.
Preventive maintenance is less costly: than corrective maintenance. It

will result in increased safety, increased efficiency, better economy, longer
vehicle life. You cannot eliminate all corrective maintenance, of course, but
a good preventive maintenance program Will hold corrective maintenance to a
minimum.

A good school bus maintenance program requires:
1. Drivers and servicemen who are maintenance-minded. '

2. Careful orgahi-zation, of maintenance duties :and responsibilities.
Maintenan€e-minded school bus drivers are developed through training and
close supervision. A maintenance-minded driver will not be happy about his •
bus unless it is in tip-top shape. He will take a considerable amount of pride
In

:

his

well-'fcept

bus.

'•

••

The average school bus driver needs'iinsfcrUcfcion, in theory and in practice,
in the art of driving his bus with respect and consideration with the view
towards getting the utmost from it in terms of economy of operation and long
:-vehiicTei'li'fe''. He 'needs instruc'tion in the art and ippiorta'nce 'ofl;sp'otting
cTe'fects and1 'devel'oping weakriessffs ^s he drives the'Bus ' on the'rouf'e.; A good

driver will attempt to spot-and report, accurately and fully, u'riusual noises
and changes in the way the vehicle drives, rides, operates.
All responsibilities in the maintenanc'e.'prograTi'i must :be definitely allocated and clearly understood by everyone concerned. Preventive maintenance

rec[ui,res proper lubrication at the proper time and place. If failure of a
1 „

part is to be prevented the maladjustment or developing weakness must be
discovered in time. If failure occurs repairs must be made without delay.
All this requires adequate inspection and reporting procedures. Daily,
monthly and annual inspection schedules are^essential. Recommended inspection schedules are attached.
Repair responsibilities must, also be clearly established. If local commercial garages are to do the repair work detailed procedures must be set
up to insure that repairs are properly made at the proper time. This is :sotnetimes difficult to accomplish but i't is necessary effort. Garagemen should
know that the schpo.l will not accept less tha.n. first class work. If the
school employs its own serviceman, training and supervision is .necessary to'
insure adequate results.
Good maintenance doesn!t.cost—"it pays. . .
B.

Records

and

Reports

.

.

'

.'
I

"
.:

Pupil and financial records covering the transportation program should be
complete and accurate. Competent accounting will provide for'at least.the
following:
1. Daily and Monthly.Bus Operating Records . ,
2. Annual Summary of Monthly Operating Records •
3. Equipment Index and Cost Records ...

4," Subsidiary Transportation Distribution Register . ;•
5. Special Trip Authorization and Driver's Report '.': '

6.

Bus

Route

Schedule

:

7. School Bus Driver s Weekly Report
The. first four records listed are necessary to give, the administration an
adequate picture of fleet and individual bus operation. Detailed records of
maintenance costs for each bu^ may be provided by Job Sheet and Garage Service
Records. These should be summarized monthly and annually.
The Special Trip Authorization and Driver s Report is necessary to assure
close control by the administration over the use of buses for purposes other
than transporting pupils to and from school and for proper financial accounting
of

such

use.

,

.

.

;

An accurate and efficient: Time Schedule cannot be maintained without some
form of;Bus Route Schedule, It is also important to have an accurate record of
pupils who are being fcransported from day to day. . , '. •'•''
j ; • ' .

For a detailed explanation of recommended reports and record forms see
Transportation Bulletin TR-B-5-454. ...

2 -

Each driver, and other personnel involved, should be instructed regarding
the records he is expected to keep, how he is to keep them, why they are
important, and when and to whom they are to be delivered.
At the end of the year the administration should have usable transportation
records showing where every penny went.
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365A-1236TR
TR-F-27B
BUS DRIVER'S . .

DAILY INSPECTION REPORT
Check one: ,;••.; Morning.: ; Evening .Specia.'l

Date_____.; Bus No.____ Speedometer. Reading_

Emerg'ency door-~Laitc..hes and warni'ng
' •" ' '^: signal working property.

2. Windshield Wiper
3. Radiator water level satisfactory
4. Fuel tank level satisfactory
5. Crankcase oil level satisfactory
6. Brakes: Service; Emergency
7. Tires (Visual inspection only)
8. Cleanliness: Interior; Reflectors; Lenses
9. Generator charging satisfactorily
10. Oil pressure guage working properly

11. Headlights; stop lights; tail lights;
directional signals; flashing warning
lights; I.D. lights all working properly
12. Rear View mirrors (Adjusted properly)
13. Stop arm
14. School Bus signs visible
15. Motor functioning properly
16. Other

Signature of Driver
Instructions on other side

Place a check mark (./-•) in the right column if
satisfactory. ' •' • ."

If an item is not satisfactory leave right column
blank until -th'6 condition' has been corrected. • : : • :! :

Note^ , ,All_::if6mB..lmust- be '.s at.isf.gc.tory 'befox,e.,...th.e> ........:' ?:'(

'bus—is-'put oh the' route.

Enter under number,:1'6 any items, you..may notice whicK' .'

should be called to the.attention of the service
manager.

365A-.1236TR
TR-F-27C

SCHOOL BUS
MONTHLY OR 1000 MILE INSPECTION REPORT
Bus Number

Driver
Speedometer Reading

Date of Inspection

BODY

ENGINE

1_Check all instrument panel gauges
2, Check all lights, signals, and wiring

27 Inspect motor s upp orts: front, rear
28 Check oil and air filters

3 Check horn; first aid kit

29 Check muffler, manifold and

4 Check flares; fusees; flags; axe ;

exhaust line

5 Inspect heater and defroster equipment ; ! 30 Inspect fan belt
31 Inspect generator and distributor
6 Inspect fire exfcinguisher
32 Check battery and starter

7__ _Inspect windshield wipers

8 Check and adjust rear view mirrors
33 Check cooling system
9 Check cleanliness: Interior; Exterior j j 34 Check carburetor and fuel line
10 Inspect windows; windshield; door glass'; j 35 Others
11 Check seats and upholstery (seats
must be tight to floor)
12 Inspect emergency door, latches,
warning
& signal
13 Inspect service door, controls, steps
14 Check stop arm

TIRES

I

i

15 Check for cuts, bruises, uneven wear,
air pressure

FRONT END
16 Check spindles; wheel alignment;
tie rods; drag links
17 Check springs; clamps; shackles
18 Check steering mechanism

REAR AXLE
19 Check springs; clamps; shackles

CLUTCH

s

20 Check pedal clearance & adjustment {

21 Check clutch for slipping or dragging

I

TRANSMISSION
22 Check shifting for noise
23 Check for leaks and cracks j

BRAKES
24 Check pedal clearance and pressure

25 Check fluid
26 Check emergency brake
I certify that I have completed the inspection
of this bus as indicated above.
Date
Signature Mechanic
Note: Place a check mark (•--') in the column when each item is completed. If an item is
unsatisfactory leave column blank until repairs are made. If there is more than one
item on a line circle the ones that are unsatisfactory. A check mark in the column
will indicate that the circled items have been completed.

365A-1236TR
SCHOOL BUS
ANNUAL INSPECTION

TR-F-27D

Bus Number

Make

Year Model

Date of Inspection

Dr iver

Speedometer Reading

MOTOR

;

1 Inspect for oil or grease leaks and
any unusual noises

2_Ti gh t e JL eye 11 ncler he ad bolts
3 Tighten manifolds--stop leaks

BRAKES

i

41 Remove wheels, inspect lining, linkage,;
drums, wheel bearings, hydraulic i
cylinders and lines
42 Inspect booster and hoses

^_J^nsp^c_b_muf£ler and exhaust line •

43 Check air compressor, governor, gauge

5 Inspect and ad;iu^_^^a^^ _[_

44 Check emergency relay valve
^6__T^gh^^_eng^e_ block to base ! ' 45 Check chambers, travel & adjustment
46 Inspect emergency brake lining,

2^^gtlt^n-_e.ngllle___^syp_&or t bc>JLts_
J3_Tighten lower crankcase bv'jlts j
j?_Adjust valves and tappets ________L

10 Inspect ignition cables i
11 Check battery:clean, tighten, refill
J^2_j3lean and adjust distributor points
13 Inspect and adjust carburetor '
JA_Check and clean generator and starter ',

ratchet a nci_pj3'wl^

CHASSIS
47 Check all wheels for trueness
i 48 Tighten rim lugs, check studs

49Ti^htenbodyboUsandclips
_50_Tighten fenders, bumpers

51 Inspect universal joints and

flanges; tighten all bolts^

15_0i,l generator and starting motor
16 Check voltage regulator, connections ,
jand charging rate

52 Check propeller shaft center bearing
53 Check & adjust radius rods

BODY

^_Cj_e^n_£ueJ_ pump; air cleaner
^8_^ ''1ean or replac e oU_ filter

'54 Inspect windshield wipers; test horn

^9_d^an and adjustsparkpluggcips_[

jCOOLING SYSTEM

55 Check seats and upholstery (seats
must be tight to floor)

20 Drain and flush radiator

J[6_Inspect and adjust rearview mirrors
JZJ._Jlnspect & tighten hose connections
57 Inspect heater & defroster
22 Inspect water pump & pooling system _ j [58 Inspect fire extinguishers
23 Tighten radiator stay rods and
59 Inspect windshield, windows, glass
hold-down bolts
60 Inspect emergency door, latches,

STEERING AND FRONT END

24 Check wheel bearings, knuckle pins bushings, spindles, steering arms, tie rod
^snds, drag link; align front wheels
25 Tighten steering housing to frame
2^6 Tighten pitman arm j

hinges, warning signal
61 Inspect service door, controls, rubber
62 Check stop arm
63 Check a 11^ ins trument panel gauge^
64 Flares, fusees, flags, first aid kit,

axe (replace when necessary^
65 Check floor covering, safety shield
28_^ns?ect springs for faulty leaves ; | 66 Inspect body^ountTng^iTls^^^^^&^

27 Adjust play in steering post |

^9_^iglrfc en ^p^ing clips & U-bolts _; 67^ighten~fcank-support bands"
30 Tighten spring shackles & hangers |
68 Check visibility of all signs and

CLUTCH

lettering

31^ Check pedal clearance & adjustment

69 Check all lights, signals, wiring

32^ Check clutch for slipping or dragging j | TIRES

TRANSMISSION — --[

70 Check for cuts, bruises, uneven wear

33 Check shifting and for noise !

71 Check tread (replace if smooth)

34 Check for leaks and cracks
REAR END

~~

35 Inspect differential for leaks

CHANGE OIL AND GREASE
LUBRICATE ACCORDING TO CHART

^Inspect differential pinion for play
37 Tighten differential housing bolts
38 Tighten rear axle flange bolts

I certify that I have completed the annual

39^ Tighten spring clips & U-bolts

inspection of this bus as indicated above.

40 Tighten spring shackles & hangers
Date

Signature

Place a check mark in column when each item is completed. ( i,.)

.1

365A-1236TR
Division of Transportation :
State of Iowa
Department of Public Instruction
Paul F. Johnstori, Superintendent
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Driver Training Series III
Qualifications of a School Bus Driver
The employment of careful, well qualified bus drivers is a most essential
phase' of a safe school transportation program. Driver selection should have only
one basic criterion--the employment of the most responsible and careful operator
that can be found. It must be recognized that school bus driving is generally a
part-time job and that the school district cannot afford to pay a full-time salary
for a part-time job. A careful survey should be made of those persons in the
community who can arrange their work so that they can devote the time required for
bus driving.
The selection of school bus drivers is the responsibility of the local school
officials. The State Department of Public Instruction has a part in the employment'of drivers only to the extent that it rules on the physical fitness of the
applicants and issues the state school bus drivers permits':to those who meet the
physical requirements.
In addition to the requirements of bus drivers specified by law and regulations,
the school authorities should adopt standards as to character, emotionability, and
knowledge and skill requirements. Among the elements that should be considered in
setting iip 'character standards are reliability or dependability, initiative, self
reliance and leadership; ability to get along with others; freedom from use of
undesirable language; personal habits of cleanliness; moral conduct; honesty;
•freedom from addition to narcotics or habit-f arming .'drugs; and freedom from ad-

diction to alcoholic beverages or liquors.
In recognition of the importance of emotional stability needed in school bus
drivings local school officials, in selecting applicants and in re-employing drivers,
should give full 'consider a tio,n to such factors as patience, considerateness, even
tempe'rament, and calmnes.s under .stress..
'.•''

f:

'

•

;

•

•

All applicants for driving a school bus should be required to show a satisfactory knowledge of state and local motor vehicle regulations; traffic laws and
ordinances; traffic signs, signals and road markings; and driving techniques,
including knowledge of the effects of physical laws on.vehicle control. They should
also bte rfequlred fco show satisfactory proficiency i'n the skills necessary in all
phases of school bus operation. This should include experience in driving large
vehicles, such as trucks and buses. . .

Local school authorities should check the driving records of all persons who
apply for a position as school bus drivers. The driver's word should not be accepted as final on this point, but information on traffic -violations should be
secured from the Drivers Examining Division of the Iowa State Highway Patrol. A
Suggested form for use in securing this information is attached at the end of this
series as well as a School Bus Driver Application and School Bus Driver's Interview Checklist.
1 -

A, Physical Qualifications.
Iowa State law requires a school bus driver to hold a valid Chauffeur s
License issued by tlie'Department^ of Public Safety and a School Bus Drivers'
Permit issued by the State Depaftment of'Public Instruction... The applicant:
must be at least 16 years old. The maximum age limit, established by regulation, is not more than'65 as of August I preceeding the opening of the school
year. In addition he must submit a statement, signed by the examining physician,
indicating physical fitness as follows: - ! -• ......

' -''I.- Sufficient physical strength to'operate the bus effectively.
i':'; '2. Possession of full and normal use of both hands, both armSs, b th. .

.-.:. feet, and both legs. AmputatiOn of an arm or foot will disqualify the
:'' applicant. Amputation of more than two whole fingers of a hand will ;
1 ' i also disqualify him. In other words, the applicant must have one complete hand, and the thumb and at least two fingers of the other hand
to qualify. Individual evaluations are made for applicants who have
parts of fingers missing.
'3'. Freedom from any communicable disease, such as tuberculoses.,, u ."
a.

Tests

for

tuberculosis.

.

.

(1) New appointees.
-' ' (a) Bus drivers who are new appointees must take the intradermal fcubei-culin test or have a,, chest x-ray. If the intradermal test is negative, the-x-ray film,is not required. ;

If the intradermal test is pos.itive, an x-rgy.musfe be taken.
Those; candidates whose chest x-rays , show any a.ctive form of
tub of bulbs is will be rejected. , , . •
(2) Candidates for re-appointmenfc.. ,. . ,.;; ,, .. '

(a) ' Bus'drivers who have taken the:,i;ntradermal tuber.cuUR
skin test only at any time prior to,., the six-montti period .
preceeding September I of the school year for which the
permit is to be issued, must bG,.r,e,^este,cL ., . .., i

(b) Bus drivers who have ha <d -a negative chest x-rayi;w'i thin
the 16'months preceedingSeptember-1 of jfche schQol;y;ear for
which the permit is to be issued .are not reflurred.'to. be re'

tested.;

,

'

'

'

:,'

,

,

.

,

•^._.

:..

.-.

•

.,.

„,;,

(c) The driver may take either the infcradermal tuberculin
test or the chest x-ray^ Hoxvever-, ..i£: •tfb.e fcub.erculin test
is positive, the chest x-ray is r.equire<d,, . •-•
4'; Freedom from.mental, nervous,.organic, or.functional disease such as

epilepsy, paralysis, insanity, diabetes, abnormal bloo4,,pressure, heartii:-'< ailments or any disease that may cause a tendency^to fainting.' •, , : >

Blood pressure in excess of 170 (systolic) and 100 (diastolic) taken
in a sitting position will disqualify the applicant in the absence of a
qualified physician s recommendation and satisfactory statement covering
the .significance of the high pressure.
2 -

5.,. The driver must be mentally alert and of. at-;, least normal intelligence.

IJnles.s he has these characteristics he is unable, to size up difficult
traffic situations and make intelligent decisions quickly,
6. The driver must have at least 20/40.vision in each eye, either normally
or after correction. If one eye is near normal, visual acuity within
the limits of,,,2.0/100 in the other eye is permissible. If glasses are required to bring the vision within the above limits, the glasses must be
worn at all times when driving the bus. Persons with tunnel or barrel
vision are not acceptable. Near normal depth perception is required.
7. The driver must have sufficient hearing in both ears to be able to
hear sirens, whistles, warning bells, signals, and'other sounds related
to the safe operation of school buses. These requirements; must be met
without the use.,of a hearing aid. , ; . .; •
B.. Psycho-physical factors, .. ; . ,'

All driver applicants should be required to .t.ake tests to determine if
their psycho-pHysical factors are normal. These tests are given by means of
specially, constructed devices. All the Iowa Highway Patrol districts have
most of.ithis e.quj-pmenfc available. Some of the equi.pment is also available in
schools fcea.cMng. driver education.

1..

Reaction,

..time..

,

,

•

;

,;

In driving, reaction time is the time it takes ;fco reach the necessary
control lever after recognizing the need to do so. Tests show that drivers
, in the 18-30 .age group normally have a brake-reaction time. of five-eights

of a second. That means they are able to geti:fcheir right foot onto the
brake pedal, ready for braking, in a little more than half a second. A
middle-aged driver would most likely need three-fourths of a second to
get into braking position. .•.:••'•

Three-fourths of a second is usually^; considered normal' reaction time.

A reaction time of one second is common to:drivers who are fatigued. A
reaction time of .one and one-fourth or over- would indicate that'something

is radically wrong with the individual. He may be ill or underjthe influence-df alcohol or drugs. School authorities should hesitate to employ a driver whose reaction time is as much as one second under normal
.conditions. .

A driver s reaction time is important because ifc has a direct bearing
on his ability to stop his bus quickly in an emergency. The distance it
takes a driver to stop his vehicle is the distance he travels after seeing
the danger until he gets, ihi's foot on the -brake plus th-e braking distance
of his vehicle. A driver with a normal reaction time of three-fourths
second, travelling only 25 miles per hour, will travel 27.5 feet before
he can get his foot on the brake pedal after he sees a green traffic light
turn red. After the brakes have been applied, the,c^r would require a
braking distance of 36 feet more. The reaction fc'ime distance plus the
^ braking distance would demand a total of 63.5 feet'. This i's on dry pave. ment. The braking distance would be much greater on gravel roads or
,s^ick

pavement..

3 -
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.
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Reaction' time increases as the driver grows older. If a driver
knows his reaction time is slow there are certain things he can do to
compensate for !it. He must approach a "stop and go" light at a reduced
speed because it is going to take him longer to stop if the light turns
red. He must allow a greater distance between his vehicle and the one
ahead in order to avoid a rear-end collision'if the car ahead stops suddenly. In general, he must be more alert .to impending emergencies and
drive at slower speeds so as to give himself more time to react when
an emergency develops. ... • :

2. Depth Perception.
In normal vision an object is Seen in three dimensions. 'Its size,
its shape/ and'' 'the approxip-safce distance away can be judged quite accuratelyo A person with faulty depth'perception usually cannot judge
distance with any degree of accuracy. He may overestimate the distance
of an approaching car and attempt to pass the car he is following when
there is not enough clear space ahead; or, he may stop suddenly, thinking
the car-'ahead is closer than it actually is.

"Depth^perception or distance judgment is 'measured b'y having'the
driver'line up, side by side, two movabte'miniature cars.: lThese cars

are placed on tracks in a device and viewed' through a Tiiirror fil6m an
apparent distance of 20 feet. The driver moves the cars by a cord until
they appear to be directly opposite each other.'' Unle's's 'his depth perception is considerably below normal, he should have an error of less
than one inch in lining up the carsv"'side -by side, in this test.
It takes two eyes to judge distances effectively. This is one reason
why bus driver applicants with no sight,':or'''very poor sight, in one eye
are rejected„

Persons who have a deficiency in the ability to judge distances will
have greatly increased driving hazards. Such a driver must allow additional space between his' car and other cars on the road. In other
words, he must not foll'ow other cars' closely or overtake another car to
pass', unless' there •Ls. considerably more clear space ahead than appears
to be;neededc ''If a'd^lLver ic 'aw'are that his depth p'er:ception is faulty,
he must ma.ke allowances^ for ifc. • ' •

In normal driving the following situations require''good depth percepfcion:
•~!

'

".}.::•

.

.

•

'•

•

'•

••

'•'•••'

•

•

•

'

•••

•

••'

:

•

•

a. Overtaki'ngp and f'oi lowing another car, :1

b. Turning, in traffic, especially left turns,
c. Parking in small 'spaces »'• •'••'•

3.

Field

of

Vision,

•

.,.':

.

.

'

:

,

;

, . One looks directly at an object"to see- it sharply and in detail. Off
to the side, one sees objects in less detail,. The area •tohich one sees
to either side, while looking straight ahead, is called the'field of

vision. This vision is very important in driving, as a driver must be
aware of everything going on around him1. It is important when pedestrians
''step out from between parked cars, when-cars start out from parking stalls,

and at all intersections.
To determine the field of vision the driver places his head in a device
that forms a little more than a half circle, and looks straight to the
front. The driver is instructed to notify th'e operator at the exact
moment when the white object on either the right or left comes within
the line of vision. The average on this test i:s from 170 to 190 degrees,
or from 85 to 95 degrees on each s£dei. School-' bus "drivers should have a
minimum of 75 degrees on each side or a total field of vision of 150 degrees
This is another reason why 'an applilcatit with sight-''fh''one ; eye 'only is rejected.

!;:

•

..••'.'

.-••:.•

,'

:

•

There aij'e some individuals who see only st'raight'ahead, as one

would if he were looking through a pair of binoculars1. People with such
a narrow field of vision are said to have '"tunnel vis'l-'b'n'J" 'They a;re

at a great disadvantage when cars are overtaking them to pass, when they
are driving through intersections, and at all times in;"h;e:aVy traffic.
Persons with "tunnel vision are not acceptable as school bus drivers.
A person with a narrower field of vision than normal should be aware
o!f!it. Being'aware of it he can do much to compensate for this handicap,

He can reduce speed at all points where vehicles or pedetitr'ians might be
approaching from the side, and he can use the "swivel" God gave him to
mblv'ei'hls head slightly to lo;ok both ways at intersections and at other
dangerous points.
• ••• I

4.

Night

Vision.

:

The ability to see at night varies greatly among individuals. Two
•persons may'have'ithe same visual acuity during the day, and yet, at night,
: one may be able to see much better than the othet:;'

A number of devices have been developed to measure the ability to see
at night. The best tests are those which'most nearly duplicate night
•driving conditfotts. "These tests are desighed-'to test the'driver s glare
resistance, glare recovery, and how well his vifiion adapts to darkness.
One's eyes make adjustments so one can see in •df'fferent degrees of

illumination. Like the diaphram of a camera, the pupil of the eye con''trols the' 'amount of light that enters. The retina also' adapts itself
'to different'degrees of light. '
We all have entered a dark theater in daytime and found it very difficult or almost impossible to see at first, but gradually objects became
visible. This is what happens in the daylight, the pupil of the eye
contracts to prevent too much light from falling on the retina. Then,
'-{:when entering- the dark theater, the 'pupil opens up fairly rapidly to
allow more light to enter. But the sensitivity •bf the retina has become
dulled by exposure to the brightness of day, and sight is dull until the
retina has time to recover its sensitivity. ;
5
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The--eye adjusts much more slowly to darkness than to'light. Al, , : ....though most of • the adjustments' may ' take "'place in the flT'st few minutes
.after one enters the'dark .room', complete 'adjustment to y'im light can

take as long as half an hour.
The age of a: driver is important in night driving. Various experiments have shown" that th-e abilitfy td'see in dim light becomes",
poorer as people grow older'. The-dy&;s"'of older persons are also less
. ^ ab.le to see correctly'in the glare of onco'rning headlights, and are
;,-...slower to recover, after an exposure to such glare.
• •r The di'fficul't'ies: and hariciicaps of ni'ght vision must' be talcen.,.
.- . 'seriously at all ages. The fatal accident rate, on the basis of miles

driven, is three times higher at night than during the day. 'Inability
to see well enough is a m:ijor factor in the many accidents which occur at dusk and''afttsr dark. The driver'may lessen the accident ..danger
...,; dLninight driving by-observing such practices as: .
''.a. Drive at'::a slower speed than ini''the daytime.'

:-b. .:iDrive;at night only when rested.' Fatigue impairs night vision.

c.. Know the range of his headl'i:ghts: and what he can see at given
distances

.

•

'

;':

:

•'•

•

•'

i!;'

d..-'.Be abl(d to stop-within fhe visibility range of''his headlights.
e. Do not wear dark or colored glasses which reduce the amount of
light

entering

the

eye.

.

^

f. When facing glare from approaching headlights: reduce speed;
avoid' loo'king.'dire'ctly at the'lights; and'guide your steering by
.:r;^ .th:e<- itight~hand':side of the road :arid'the center'line. Keep speed

reduced until t'he';eyes recover from the effects of the lights.
, . g'.' ALiy&ys'i^depress'Keadlights when meeting ' oth'er cars .''"'this is

not onllyi -common courtesy; but it lights the road directly ahead
and to tfee right, where it is most needed'. A'driver blinded by
h'igh-beam'headlights tends to cTowd the light:, possibly' causing
a sideswipe.
h. Depress(:lights when following'another driver . The glare ,'caused
by lights sMning in his rear-view mirror can reduce his,vision,
enough to cause an accident.

i. Avoid 1'ighting matches or using bri'gKt lights in the. bu^. ,-,
.Keep irit6rivor lights out,1 - . • ^
.. .' • j.: Keep headlights propet-ly adjusted so that depressed, beams are
.not'high enough to hit fch6::oncoming driver's eyes.
.:;k, ! iKeep wiridshieid and' all lights clean. . ,
C. Emotional Factors.
1. Importance of emotional balance.

A school bus,is no safer than its driver. A person may meet every
one of.the physical requirements and still be a poor risk as a driver.
In order to be a really safe driver, it is necessary to possess certain
personality traits and mental attitudes. A school bus driver, in
particular, should be: '
a. A mature individual with dependable and controlled emotions.
Emotional stability is extremely important.
b. Alert and safety-minded at all times. He should never take
chances which might endanger the lives or safety of the pupils entrusted to his care.
c. At least normally intelligent. •- . .
d. Patient,.sincere, dependable,.and foresighted. ' '

e. Able to handle children easily and retain their respect.
f. Courteous and considerate'. . . - - •• .; i .

g.

Honest

and

industrious.

,

-

.

.

2. Undesirable emotional and personal traits „
a. Use of profane and indecent language.
b. Sloppy in personal habits and attire.
c. Using tobacco while driving a school bus.
d. Use of sarcasm in reprimanding children.
e. Discourteous and inconsiderate.

f. Emotional shock (generally of a temporary nature).
Drivers who have suffered an emotional shock due to such happenings as sickness or death in the immediate family, worry over
financial affairs, etc., should not be permitted to operate a
school bus until the emotional shock has worn off.
3, Attitudes that lead to trouble.
Attitude is hard to measure, but it leaves its imprint» The school
bus driver with a poor attitude is the driver who is continually having
trouble with the people he serves.
In addition to this, attitude takes its toll in serious accidents^
Half of our serious highway accidents can be attributed to poor attitude or what is commonly called impoliteness. Poor attitude does
not go with school bus driving. Many drivers who are mentally,
physically and emotionally sound, know all the rules and regulations
and possess above average skill in the operation of a car or bus,
may possess a poor attitude, and as a result are poor drivers.
7 -

; \/nir:A.^£a;fcu4es are more or ,les^ ,emofcionaliz;ed ,,..;They;arey acquired from
'./.l-T

per.SQAal':rQxperience and are a§..many and varied ;as iChe ^,Ltugtions to
which-they are a response. Attitudes influence..!behaYiqr... -^Therefore,

driving behavior that creates a hazardous situation, , ei.th^r .for the
driver himself or for others, may be sai,d to be;,evidence .of .poor
attitude.
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVER APPLICATION (Example of a form
that may be used)

Name_____ __ _Ag e_ _ Ma 1 e F ema1e
Present

Address

Phone

No.

How long have you lived at present address?
Previous Address
Date

of

Birth

Place

Marital Status: Single_ ____ Ma?:ried_ _ Widowed

Do you have any physical impairments?
Years of Formal Education Completed: Grade School__H. S._College
Current Driver's License: Operator's__Chauffeur's

Other Number State
Have you had any type of vehicle accident in the last 3 years? Yes
No

If yes, give approximate dates
Have you been arrested for a moving traffic violation in the last 3 years?
Yes No
If yes, give approximate dates
Has your driver s license ever been suspended or revoked? Yes_No
Do you use intoxicants? Yes_No_, To what degree

To the best of my knowledge the answers to the above are full and correct.
Da fc e _,__ _____ _,S i g.n a tur e

•}< K ^

REFERENCES
Do not use relatives. Include at least one businessman, and one
professional person.

NAME ADDRESS TEL. OCCUPATION
1.
2.
3 .
4.
5.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVER'S INTERVIEW CHECKLIST (Exdmple of a form
that may be used)
Name

A^e
Date

1. Driving Experience: Car___Truck_
School Bus Other
2. Number of jobs held in last 3 years
3. Are reasons for leaving logical?

Yes

No

4. Attitude toward former employers

Good

Poor

5. Any accidents?

Yes

No

6. Is explanation logical?

Yes

No

7. Does applicant talk big or act "cocky"?

Yes

No

8. Any charge accounts?

Yes

No

9. Any bank accounts?

Yes

No

10. Any insurance?

Yes

No

11. Married?

Yes

No

12. Any family?

Yes

No

13. Ever been in trouble with the law?

Yes

No

14. Alert and responsive to questions?

Yes

No

15. Appears intelligent High__Aver age_ Low_
16. Personal Appearance Good Fair

Poor

Remarks:

Signed

REQUEST FOR DRIVING RECORD (Example of a form
that may be used)

To: Driver Services Division-Motor Vehicle Department
Address

State

Type or Print
Date of Birth
Firsfc Name Middle Name Last Name Month Day Year

Last License Number State Expiration Date

List moving violations, accidents, probations, suspensions, revocations

Please return this form to:
Name

School

Position

Address

365A-1236TR
Division of Transportation
State of Iowa

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Paul F. Johnston, Superintendent

Driver. Training Series IV

Handling The School Biis Under All Op^er.a_fcing Conditions.
A. Driving Under Unusual Conditions.
Beginning drivers too often learn to drive only under;favorable driving
conditions. Then, when they have to drive under unfavorable road, light or
weather conditions, they go right ahead with the only driving practices they
have learned and run into trouble.
Adverse driving conditions put special responsibilities on the driver.
They lengthen the stopping distance or danger zone. Under, .unfavorable con-

ditions, vehicle speed must be reduced merely to maintain the same margin of
safety at any given speed under favorable conditions.
School bus drivers operate their buses over a variety of roads and under
varied conditions. It is, therefore, necessary for such drivers to adapt their
driving habiats to the conditions under which they are driving. On p:oor roads
a considerable part of their attention should be devoted to getting through
with' the greatest degree of comfort to the passengers and without damaging the
bus. On main highways, a large part of their attention should be concentrated
on other traffic on the road. They should know how the bus is going to respond
on different types of roads and what their braking distance will be on different road surfaces under normal conditions and when rain or snow is present.

1. Emergency Conditions.
During the course of a school year, a bus driver will face a variety
of. hazardous conditions that will demand alert and skillful action on his
part. Conditions he will constantly face are: ice, snow, mud and fog.
A basic rule for the driver to follow is always to shift to a lower gear
when it is apparent that he will encounter any of these conditions.
A vehicle cannot be operated safely and efficiently at a high rate of
speed when any of the above conditions prevail. To avoid getting stuck or
spinning his wheels the driver should endeavor .to,keep the bus moving slowly
and steadily forward in gear. If the wheels start to spin, let up slightly
on the gas to allow the wheels to take hold. If the bus stops, do not continue to spin the wheels in hope of pulling out. I.n mud and soft sand this
will only serve to dig the wheels deeper. When the bus becomes stuck, first
try'to get'it,out by pointing the front wheels straight, ahead, and then try
rocking the bus by alternately putting it into reverse and into low. This
can be done in a manner that the wheels do not spin, and in many cases it
will pull the bus out of a tough spot. If this fails, some material to
provide friction, such as crushed rock, tree branches, pieces of timber, or

burlap should be pushed down around the rear wheels to allow the bus to
again get in motion.
I -

a. Snow and Ice.

To operate ^school'bus su'ecessfully6ri'ice and snow the driver
should progress ;at'a slow arid steady rate of speed. Never should
the driver attempt to drive a bus under such conditions in low gear.
To avoid spinning the wheels, less power should be applied to the
drive-shaft. The tius should be'-operated in third gear and the following points should be observed:
(1) Engage-the..i;c..lu£ch. vi2^y'slowly -•••• .-..:u.-':^. ...-'.-:- -.;'-. •.

(2) Accelerate slowly and steadily :.i . . •
•; ' "(3)' Apply brak6s:islo'wly and infermittently• • ;

(4)'. Approach all curves slowly
(5) Do not disengage the clutch until the bus is almost stopped.
b.

Rain,

Fog,

Smoke

and

Sleet.

:

'•

.

.

These conditions usually cadse 'hazardous driving 'conditions because
of poor visibility. However, they also frequently cause slippery road
conditions.- Drivers should be alert to slippery conditions at the
start of-a rain, 'before it has had time 't8 was'h off oil, soil and
•'other mafceria Is that cause slippery condi'tioris"when wet. Th'e'following
predafufio'ns should be observed when operating under 'these conditions':
(1)

Reduce

speed

of

bus.

'••••-.

(2) Drive well' to '• the right of the road ' '
(3) Watch side roads closely for entering traffic
(4) Beware of patches of wet leaves and smooth blacktop surface
' (5) • In 'fog, use wiridshiel'd'wipers •drid defrosters contrnuously
• •••'•'" (6) • jlri fag, 'Use ^•deflected light. ' -Neve'r use the bright' lights

(7) Never look directly at lights of on-coming vehicles
•Visibility is at its worst In fog. The:best rule for fog 'is
;t''stay ;'6ff'' the f6ad uriless the trip' is absolutely necessary. '
In dense' fo'g, creep. Drive with •lo'wbeam headlights . Th'ey throw

the light down on fch'e' road where you: need it, rather than out iTito'
•the fog to be' r6flee;t'ed back'at':you.' ' Avoid sudden' stops, '"'• 'Signal •

Stops : by tapping o'n the brake pe'daF to make the stbp lights blink.
:ReaT-end: coll'isio'ns are :a special danger in fog.. •'•'•"

Never assume a clear road ahead in fog, except for the distance
you can see. Usually that distance is very short. Drive as though
you have to make' an emergency stop within the distance you can see,

no matter how short it is. In really heavy fog, this means that .you
cut speed to a crawl-'the only intelligent way to drive under fog
conditions.

If the fog lies in patches, go into the patches at greatly re-.
duced

speed'.

!

•

Drive as'' far as possible to the right of the center .line, , w.a'tcKing

the road edge'carefully, so you won't dtive off the road', h't't culvert
heads, or hit pedestrians or parked vehicles.
c. "Skidding" Road Condition's.- ;

What a driver will do in ca's'e of a skid will depend' largely on'
his experience and presence of mind. Therefore, it is very difficu.Ft
to teach a driver how to recover from a skid. It is more profitable
to teach a driver how to avoid skids than to encourage him to depend
upon being able to handle a bus after it starts to skid. Regardless
of t'he precautions taken there are times when skids will occur„ While
there are no set rules' which will apply in every case, tKe following
surgesfclons should prove helpful:
(1) Keep yourself under control. Whatever is to be done to get
'out of a skid, you must do. You1do it best if you don fc
;;' fcblow tip". A person who cannot control himself in an
emergency is an accidenfc-prone driver. ;'
!i'-i(2)'Sfce-ier in 'the direction in which the rear end is sMcl'dmg..

As the cat" begins to straighten, straighten the fr6nt wheels
also.

'

•'

:-'

•

.

,..•.-;.

(3) Avoid braking. Slamming the brakes oh in'a skid locks the
wheels, causes loss'of traction, and increases the skid. On

slippery roads, nothing starts a skid'faster than locking
the wheels while braking. Braking on'Slippery roads, if
necessary, should be done by tapping,the brake pedal intermittently, being careful not to lock the wheels. '
(4)" Avoid over steering. Turning the steering wheel too far
n:' '''"whips" the'rear end into a skid'in the opposite direction,

(5) Keep' the clut6h engaged. Holding: the car,in gear helps reduce speed and produces maximum'control throughout fche skid.
(6) Avoid lifting the foot from'thd accelerator'suddenly. Decelerating suddenly increases the skid because of the .sudden
braking effect of the engine. Some expert drivers even accelerate moderately to get out of a skid.
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B. Driving on Rural Highways,
Most of the schoo.l bus operations take. place on rural roads. Such highways may consist of standard width hard surfaced roads, narrow hard surfaced
roads, gravel and crushed rock surfaces, and just plain black dirt.
Rural roads which are not hard surfaced are generally quite narrow. Probably 'the greatest hazard on such roads is the questionable condition of the
outer edges of the grade. During wet weather they frequently become soft and
give .'.way when the school bus gets too close to the edge. Under such conditions

the; bus.driver, .when meeting another, vehicle, should avoid pulling too far to
the.,;right. In many cases it is wise.. to stop the bus .entirely until the other
car has maneuvered around it. .

Hills are another source of danger. Many motorists using these roads tend
to drive toward the center of the road. Bus drivers approaching a hill should
pull over to the right as far as possible so as to minimize the possibility of
a, head on collision with, a motorist coming over the hill from the opposite
direction..

Blind and uncontrolled interse.G.tions constitute an additional hazard on
rural roads. All such intersecti.o.ns must be approached at a reduced speed and

with the utmost care. Where the intersection is blind to the extent that it
is impossible to see down the side roads until almost at the intersection, the
only safe procedure is to enter the intersection at a crawl.
Many of the secondary roads, though hard surfaced, are narrow and crooked.
On such.roads .the driver .may p,ermit his, right wheels to run off the paved sur-

face. When this happens, the driver should be cgutious so as not to follow his
instinct and attempt to pull the bus back on the pavement immediately. He
should keep going.straight and allow •the ,b,us.,to sl.ow down. If there is suf~

ficient space on the .shoulder of; .the. road, he should pull the right wheels out
two or three feet from the pavement after the bus has slowed down, and then,
with the bus moving very slowly, turn the wheels rather sharply to the left,
and .cut .back on the pavement. The brakes should be. applied very gently in
slowing .the vehicle-.-quick and hard .application of brakes should be avoided.
Moreover, if conditions permit it, engine compression alone should be used to
slow .the bus to the desi.red speed.

C. Driving in City Traffic.
Regardless of the fact that the school bus will be operated most of the
time on the open highway, it is important that the driver acquaint himself
with the sound practices that are necessary for town and city driving. He
should become familiar with local. traffic regulations and follow .the direction
of .officers directing traffic.
...One of the most common faults of school b.us drivers, while driving in

tpwn,. is that they do not stay in the proper lane of traffic. Many drivers
feel that since ..they. are driving a vehicle that is wider than the ordinary car,
it is safer if they straddle the. lane. Thi,s is an erroneous and dangerous
idea for the bus is in a much safer position if it is in one lane than if
it is in two. The driver should endeavor to keep the bus in the right lane,
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unless .hei is preparing to make a left turn; in this position the bus will be
in a less hazardous pos.ition and will not interfere with other traffic to the
extent it does xvhen occupying the portion of both lanes. If lanes are not
marked off, it.is up to the driver to imagj.ne: the -lanes: exist, and to
operate the bus in the proper one. The driver who makes i'fc' a habit to drive
his bus in the wrong lane, or who continually changes from one lane to another,
demonstrates an absence of respect for other'drivers and the safe'ty of-his
passengers.

..'

'..'

•

••

'

•

'

'

,

,

.

.

Anofcheri factor:that is important to the &afe-operation of a school bus 'iti
city traffic is- regulating the speed of the bus'in'accordance with other:traff ie ,on fche. street.:'. If the bus is operated at a'speed that is in excess of,

or greatly under, that of: ofcher vehicles, it becom&s a hazard to both the occupants of. the ibus.:and, o'fcher us&rs of the street. "The driver should b'e careful

to maintain..-enough distance between the bus and other vehicles to allow him
room to stop without colliding with other vehicles under emergency conditiotis.
In city traffic, the speed of the bus should be in accordance with the speed
of other vehicles, so that the bus will not create a hazard and fcie-up"
traffic.
.: ,:;.Sfcr,:eets 'In cities, and roads leading into cities, frequently'consist of
four ^ or;: more lanes, and dd.vide.d highways. If such road's are a paffc of the school

bus route where children arc picked up, consideration of the safety-^6'B the
children should be paramount. The bus should be required to double back rather
than to have a child cross a.:divided highway unassisted. This will permit
children living on such roads to load and unload on the right side of the
highway, with a consequent, les'se'ning of the-danger of the type of accident which
has occurred at various times -when students have had to cross to the opposite

side of the road to board the bus.
D. Right and Left turns.
In order to provide the maximum degree of safety in making turns it is
first necessary to maneuver the bus into the correct position. For a right
hand turn the bus should.be close to the right-hand curb, and for a left turn,
on the lane nearest the center of the road. The driver should be able to
anticipate most of the;turns he will be required to make well .in advance and
place his bus in the proper position.
1;»:

Right

turns.

•

'.;

'.

••

•

•

••i.\--''

•

.i.ii".-

a. Check mirrors for movement of other traffic.

b. Maneuver bus into proper lane, 300 feet before reaching the
.,:':!'

intersections

••,•.:-•

;

'

•.

••"•:"

•

•••

'••

c. Signal intentions 300 feet in advance.
d. Slow down to under 10 miles per hour. For safety and comfort
the speed 'should bei;reduced before the turn is sfcarted*
e. Shift'to the.JpEope'r.:ige^r prior to making the turn to make

certain that the turn will be completed without stalling.
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f. Start the turn when the front wheels are slightly past fche curb ,
of the street into which the turn is made.
g. Turn the steering wheel so that the vehicle will be in ttie correct lane when the turn is completed. , . .
.Many school bus, drivers, particularly those operating larger buses^,- have

a habit of steering away from the turn, and then turning in the direction intended. This is a dangerous practice as it may carry the wrong impression to
fc.he driver immediately following, and he may try to pass on the.right thinking
the bus is going to make a left turn. Pulling to the left is not necessary ;
if the bus is properly positioned before commencing the turn.. Another common
fault xs starting to turn too so.on. The driver should proceed straight ahead
until the front wheels of the bus are clesr of the curb, and then by turning
sharply to the right, the turn can be made without striking the curb and without

swinging

2.

Left

wide.

turns.

,

•
:

:

Due to the necessity of crossing a lane of traffic, left turns are
more dangerous and more difficult than right turns. To assure the maximum
degree of safety, the driver should always use the following procedure in
making left turns:
a. Check mirrors for movement of, other traffic.

b. Place bus in inner lane or next to center line and signal turn
300 feet before reaching the .intersection, ., ,. ;

c. Be alert to special signs regarding left turns.
d. Proceed on signal or when the intersection is clear of oncoming traffic or pedestrians. . . .
e. Do not cut corners too short or too wide. . ;, • .

f, Complete tur.n in lane nearest the center line. .. •;:

The vehicle should be shifted to first or second gear (depending on type
of vehicle) before entering the turn and no shift in gears should be made
until after turn is completed.,
E. Turning around,

Turning a school bus around is always a hazardous procedure. The best way
to do it is to drive around the square if it is possible.
1. Using side road on the right (recommended)
a. Check mirrors for movement of other traffic.

h. Signal turn 300 feet before reaching intersection.
c. Pull over to near curb and stop with rear wheels just beyond side
road to be used.

d. Shift- into reverse, check traffic and utilizing a monitor or patrol
boy at rear of the bus, if one is available, back into side road.
Steering wheel should be cut sharply to the right just as the
wheels reach the intersection. ,

e. When bus has been properly positioned in side road, signal left
. turn, shift into first gear, check traffic in both directions
and pull across into lane nearest the center.
2.

Using

side

road

on

left.

.

:

:.

.-:

.;

:

a. Check mirrors for movement of other traffic. . • .• •.b. Signal, left turn, pull i.nto lane near .center line 300 feet from
intersection.

.

.

'

..

..

c. Slow down or stop \'ji.th front wheels approaching intersection,

shift into first gear, check traffic moving in opposite direction
and pull into side road on left when traffic permits.
d. Pull into side road just far enough so that the rear end of the
bus will not protrude into main highway or road to be backed into.
e. Shift into reverse, and, utilizing monitor or patrol boy in rear
o.f bus, back into main highway, when traffic is clear. Cut
steering wheel strong to the right at the point when the rear
wheels of the bus reach:the edge of the road that the bus is being
backed

into.

•

,

3. -Making U-' .turn. . (Not recommended). .

'a.: -Pull to the right of the highway and stop, utilizing proper signalling procedure.

b. Give signal for left turn, observe traffic, remembering that all
traffic has the right-of-way over the turning vehicle.
c. Shift into low gear and proceed to turn when it will not interfere
with traffic.
d. Do not shift gears while turn is being made.
e. Maneuver bus into proper lane and proceed in the desired direction.
F. Backing.

Backing a school bus is a dangerous practice and should be avoided if possible. If a bus must be turned around the safest way to do so is to drive
around the square. If it is necessary to back in order to complete a turn, it
should be done where there is very little traffic. Backing into main highways,
streets and on down grades should.be avoided. The following procedures are
recommended when necessary to back the bus:
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.1. Station a^.mcmitor or patrql.,,-.boy at .the rear •.of :the .bus:.to .ai.d the
4riyer......

.,,

.

•

.

;

-,,

'.

,,.::.'

•

:

•-'..•,

••

,

•

•'

2. If no monitor is available,. get out of the bus, and ;check to de-

termine if any obstacles are present.
.3-.: ; Shift i,nto .reverse and proceed to back at: a sl.ow even-speed.

In a school bus, it is difficult for the driver to see the area behind
the bus adequately; therefore, there is always danger involved wh~e'!n:.!a s.chool

bus is being backed. The school bus should never be backed on the school
grounds where small chi.ldren may be present,. .The safety conscious .driver

will never back a school bus unless it is absolutely necessary. In most cases
it.is possible to.. find a method whereby b-acking a'.school bus may be. avoided,

especially if there are students on the bus.
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Driver Training Series V
Defensive. Driving
Some time ago the Interstate Commerce Commission, through a study of accidents,
concluded that the causes of traffic accidents were as follows:
1. Mechanical defects - 3% ^:'

2, 'Condition of Street or Highway - 12%
3. Human failure or error " 857o

Apparently some 15% of traffic accidents are caused by factors beyond control
of the driver. A study of accident reports reveals, however, that this is not
necessarily true. Quite a large per cent of accidenfcs ascribed to condition of
street or highway are actually caused by failure of drivers to adjust their driving to street or highway conditions. Also, qui-te a large per cent of accidents
ascribed to mechanical defects are actually caused by failure of drivers to take
into consideration known mechanical defects, or failure to see that proper repairs
are made without delay when mechanical defects become known.
Thus, many accident investigators fcoday s't'^te that 95 to 997o of all traffic
accidents are due to human failure or ezTor,;
Hugh E. Rhodes*, Farm Bureau Insurance Safety Department Director at Indianapolls, says:
Certain classes of accidents have':;been' listed as being preventable. Unless

thorough investig'ation shows circumstances beyond our drivers control, the following accidents are c.lassed as preventable.

(1) Backing Accidents
(2) Intersection Accidents
(3) Pedestrian Accidents
•:•• -; (4) Rear End Collisions
(5) Traffic Lane Encroachment Accidents
(6) Accidents resulting from Mechanical Condition

(7) Accidents with Fixed Rail Vehicles
(8) Collision with Stationary Objects' and Non-Collision Accidents

(9) Unattended Vehicle Accidents
^Rhodes, Hugh E. "What is a Preventable Accident?" School Bus Trends. December, 1958
1 -

(10) Accidents Blamed on Adverse Weather Conditions
(11) Passenger Accidents." ':•

Rhodes goes on to say that an unprevenfcable accident is one which the driver
did everything possible to avoid and prevent.
The Rhodes yardstick doesn't leave much room for unpreventable accidents.
It is essential that school bus drivers be trained in preventive techniques.
A. The Defensive Driving Concepfc
A large percentage of all traffic accidents could be avoided through applicafcion of defensive driving techniques. Through defensive driving a school bus driver
can almost: always avoid the consequence of mistakes made by other drivers: he
can compensate for the bad manners, poor attitudes, mistaken judgements and
carelessness of other drivers. He should be aware of road, weather and-vehicle
condition and adjust his driving to these conditions. He should know his own
d.eficiencifis- and contindally strive to overcome them.

A good school bus driver ^ims^ to drive defensively. He strives to be fully
alert to all that is going on around 'him and his bus. He recognizes and knows
how to avoid hazardous situations arising from:
1. Acts of others
We have all encountered drivers who don t stop at stop signs, or who don t
:s,top long enough to really check the traffic situation; drivers who refuse to wait
at intersections for traffic to clear; drivers who don't see your signals or who
refuse to heed them even when they do see them; drivers whose signals are so
erratic that it is impossible to tell just what they plan to-do..
A gppd defensive, driver never gambles on the other 'driver doing" the right
;thing,-; The defensive dr.iver keeps an alert eye on the:'situation; he learns to
recognize danger signs early and to. leave himself an out" so that when the other
fellow 'pulls a boner" he can avoid him.
2. Weather Conditions'
Fog, rain, snow, dust, cuts visibility and makes driving hazardous. A defensive driver will adjust his driving to these conditions. He will drive at a
reasonable speed; he will keep his windshield clear, inside and out; he will get
all the light possible from his lamps and signals; he will see that his brakes are
in good order as he starts out on his trip; he will increase the normal distance
between him and the vehicle ahead.
3. Condition of streets and highways
A school bus driver drives over the 'same route twice a day for 180 days
during the school year. He becomes thoroughly acquainted with his route and after
a short time he may begin to take the road for granted. He may even get careless.
But conditions change rapidly; chuck holes develop overnight, the grade washes
away, shoulders become soft, railroad crossing approaches change during the day
.;

^

-.-;<-;n'

,—•.

•:;-

:

-
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or night, loose gravel.appears, slick spots develbp :through accumulations of snow
and ice or oil deposi.'fcs-. Each day conditions are different and drivers must be
on the alert to dete.ct these changes before it is too late.'; It! i;s no use to "say

that an intersection accident happened because the road was slick. 'The accident
happened because the driver failed to adjust his driving to the road condition.
4. Condition of his vehicle
A bus driver should know his bus rather intimately. He should get the "feel"
of it early in the school year, and be quick to detect changes in the way the bus
drives or operates. Such changes may indicate repairs are due. Constant day to
dgy attention needs to be given to brakes, lights, signal devices, tire condition,
front, end assembly, wheel alignment, windshield wipers, defrosters, horn, service
door,:, emergency! door, seat and floor condition. Many of these items must be

checked' twice dajil^. DajJ^, montMy, and annual inspection routines are cecessary f.or safety, (see Unit II)
5. His own deficiencies
The school bus .driver should be aware of his own weak points in the'driving
situation. The various psycho-physical factors are easily measured and have much
to do with safe driving. (see Unit III) Defensive driving techniques can be
used to bolster the weak spots. Driving skills--manipulating the bus in the various
traffic situations, has an important bearing on safe driving, (see Unit IV). Here
too, defensive driving techniques can be used to strengthen weak spots.
The defensive driving concept., in all the various applications, should be
explained to school bus drivers and'extensively discussed.
B. Route Hazards

Sound safety practices in connection with specific route hazards should be
known to the driver and en.;fforced by: the administration. Don t take it for granted
that bus drivers know how to drive safely in all'situations . Don t talce their
word for it either. Discuss the following common route hazards: •• '
1., Railroad Cro.ssings
By State Law a, s.choo.l bus .must stop at all railroad crossings. This is a

must. It is difficult if not impossible to cross safely when no stop is made.
Discuss these procedures:
..a. Approach the.; crossing at such speed,that a slow, easy stop may be made

not closer than 10 feet nor further than 50 feet from the nearest rail. (See
section 321.343, Code of Iowa) If visibility is not restricted in either direction a stop .25 fe^t from the nearest rail is better.
b. Open,the,service doo-^. for h^t-ter hearing, look;, listen, make certain

b ey and , po s s ib 1 e doub t that the way;i& clear before proceeding. 6ross in low
;ear and do not shift gears until the bus has cleared the tracks.

c. Be extremely cautious at double track crossings.. Make certain that a
train is-not approaching behind a parked train. Stop between tracks if you can
keep at least. 10 feet clearance at both ends of the bus. Do'not stop so fchat:the
bus

straddles,

any

track.

;'

-:

''

•

4. Always wait for an approaching train. Do not attempt to judge speed and
distance when train is approaching. (We have had some narrow escapes in this
situation the past two years)
e. _Take as much ^ime as necessary for safety.
. .2. Road intersections ,

,. Twenty-eight per cent of all school bus accidents which have been reported
.Since July';lsty'..1955, have occurred at road infcersee,tions:. Bus driver procedure

at road. intersectiqns should be carefully worked out and expertly followed.
The;fallowing procedures sry required for safety: ':.• . .. . .......'-

a. Signal pr6p€rly~before beginning a right or left turn.' Check traffic
front and rear. Do inot proceed with turn before observing that the way is clear.
Arrange routes so as to eliminate left turns when possible. Quite often a right
turn and a journey around. the block is the best way to make a left turn.
b. Be prepared to stop if a vehicle on an intersecting road -is' movrng into
the intersection. ; Do not fcry to take the right ;of':way. Never take it for: granted
that the other driver will stop afc a stop'sign; Never take it for'granted that he
will :stay stopped until you.-are in the clear. ' ' ' '
Co Never attempt to-pass other vehicles at' sn irifcersection. It is not'safe,

nor is it legal (^ec.tion 321.304). •!•
d. Always come to a complete stop at an intersection protected by a stop sign
Check carefully before proceeding. When in doubt - wa i ^. '
e. Be alert at all private dnys'way entrances. :..'.-

f. Take time to be safeT.at all intersections.
3. Narrow roajds, bridges
a. When meeting traffic on narrow roads'"never i'l'isig'fc on the right of way.'

Stop when • it .appears safer to do so. Be wary 'of soft shbul'ders. Let the other
fellow through, then proceed. • :

b. Never meet or pass another vehicle on a bridge. '; If something goes wrong
you have no way out except over the side of the bridge. Wait for an'approaching
vehicle to clear unless you have ^mgj^e time to cross before meeting it.
c. .'Don t inconvenience following traffic more'than is necessary:.;' Slow down
or. stop and let him through when safe and convenient'. •' '

4. Sharp turns
a. Never attempt to pass another vehicle on a turn where vision is restricted
(Section .32,1.304)
b. Keep well to the right.
c. Be traveling slowly enough so that you can take;the turn comfortably.
The danger o.f- a skid is increased by application of brakes.; Slight acceleration
gives more .trac'tion. Expert drivers don t skid. ',. . . -''..„.;..:

5. Slippery roads
a. When roads are slippery, drive accordingly.
4 "

b. Short, rapid applications of brake pressure (pumping) will stop a bus
or car on icy streets much more quickly than steady brake pressure. Bus drivers
should be experts at thi:s.
c. Expert drjrvers don t slide j-hrpygh an intersection.
6».

Hills

•

•

a. Never attempt to pa'ss another vehicle when approaching the crest of a
hill. (Section 32.1.304) .
b. Slow down when approaeliing the crest. Keep well to the right. Be prepared to find the unexpected when you arrive at the crest.
7. Loading and Unloading Zones

(See Unit II)
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Films
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•
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The j)efensj.,ve Djciyirig ^.erie^. Produced by the National Safety Council, ^i-25 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.
This is a series of six defensive driver films covering the Aix bfisi.c traffic
situations which produce most traffic accidents. I. The vehicle ahead. 2. The
vehicle 'behind. 3. A vehicle appropching from the opposite'diicection. 4. A
vehicle approaching from right or left, 5. A vehicle over tailing''and passing
your viehicle. 6. Overtaking and -passing another vehicle', : ': L
,

.

:

...

••;

•

;•••

.

.:.

....

.

'

i;-:.

.1'

Running time for each film is about ten minutes.
Tlle Smith System. Produced by the Ford Motor Company, Film Library, American
Road, Dearborn, Michigan. '
This is an instructional film produced to illustrate five good driving habits
Excellent for Defensive Driving discussions.
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Receiving airLd,J)is,ch^rging :Pu.p;i;l$,:o,n ,the-'.Hiighway : '
Section 321.354, Code of Iowa, ..gives !t.hescho'oP!bu's'driver the legal right

to stop his bus on the public highway to receive or discharge pupils. This jright
entails ,, an obligati.o.n. : . ^.;. :.\--'t: ii.: ;';i;

In order to receive, and dischar.ge pupils on ;the public highway with complete
safety it is necessary that all persons involved in this operation..understand
clearly and follow strictly the procedures outlined by law and'regulation.
Those involyed include;-., : ' • ' ' '
:1..;The .School Bus Driver ; . .

2. The Pupil
3..,

The.MOi'fcori^.ti';.

'.•

:

:

;

'•

••

•

.

;

,

A. Section 321.372, Code of Iowa, which deals with s.tppping a .s.c.hool bus
on the highway t,p ,.r€ce,iye., pr discharge'; puptlfs, reads as follows:'.,'...',
,,^. i,3;21,»372i Discharging pupi.ls-regul'afions. ' •,,,.,..

, .....ili,;, -'The driver;, of any scho61 bus us:ed.. to transport chi.l.dren

to and from a public school shall,-when stopping to receive or
discharge pupils, turn on the flashing stop warning signal lights
..at . a 4,i,st^nce of not-less thari • three Hundred'feet nor mor^ than
fi.ve hundred feet from 'the point where 'said pupils ar.e. to ,be
received or discharged: from the bus'.'• At ;the point of receiving

or discharging pupils the driver of the bus shall bring bus to
astQp.a.ndiex.£;end th^ stop arm.'• Aft'et'receiving or .discharging
p.upi;ls.,. the bus dfiwer-shal'l t'urri off th!e flashing s.t op; warning
lights, retract .the stop a-rm and then proc'eed'oh the route. No

school bus shall stop to load or unload pupils unless there is
at l^ast; three hundred.fefct of c'lear'visicih'in each'dir.ection.
•'"•'' ''.,.., ! ..; ; ,2., All;, pupils shall b'e"rei!2eived arid discharged' from the

right front entrance of every'school bus arid if said pupils must
cross the highway, they shall be required to pass in front of
the bus, look in both directions, and proceed to cross the highway only on signal from the bus driver.
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3. The driver of any vehicle ^h^n meeting a 'school bus on
which the stop warning signal lights are flashing shall reduce
the speed of sa,id! vehicle. to not more than twenty miles per hour,
and shall ,bying-said'vehicle'ti6 a;: complete stop when school bus
stops . and.,stop sJLgnali-.arm.i£s: extended and said vehicle shall

remain stopped until stop arm is retracted after which driver may
proceed with due caution.
The driver of any vehicle overtaking a school bus sb9II? not
pass a school ,,b.,us; wh'en;;f-la'shrng,iJ,&t'oplL;^a^ :''ii:'giTty'are

flashing and shall bring said vehicle to a complete, stop not
cl.oser, tha.a,-fifteen feet of ".the school- bus When it is st.Qpp.eid
an.4 ,ptop, arm .is extended, ".and. shall'^remaih gtopped unti,l, th.e stop

arm is retracted and school bus resumes-mofcTori,: or until signalled
by the driver to proceed. _ ^-,
I

:;;;

.'

<;;i-,

••;'.

:-"'

••"

'.•'•:'

"'•'

'

'

'

'.

,

...

......

.

•:

•;•.

•
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Th,is sec,ti.0n:'Siball: not '$pply t'o <'bUsi'ness" and "re^iiiep.ce'
. districts un;less,:,so pr ovlde'd^: by'ordinance, but shall'apply in

suburban districts of cities and towns."
1. The School Bus Driver
The school bus driver cannot control the driving of a motorist but he can
make sure that his own procedure is correct, 'anS, he is responsible to a large
extend for the behavior of his passengers. To fullfil these responsibilities
satisfactorily he needs instruction and supei'v-'isiori.
Note that the schpp.l :bius.;dr.ivet m.ay :sitop hi'S bus bn' the traveled portLpn
of the public hi ghiway .to r;eceive :or:.discharge'pupils only at'^ where
the clear vision distance in both directions is at least 300 feet.
Standard braking distance charts indicate, however, that a motorist traveling at aspeedpf60.m:iles;;per,hpyr will: travel ;rhor'e than 300 feet before he
6&n;c6me'tb a cpmj)lete iStQp. Therefore, cleaf'-^isiott distance at points where
the: schdol bus_ stops, ,mus;i;, ,,in:many :.instances, ' tie !fti6re' tftyn 300 feet. On roads
'where high speed tirgv^l. is, c.qnimon, ;:fche '.clear vision df stance in both directions
sKould'be 'at Xeast 70Q.fe,€sfc „,, -;-; .^?. ;; ;- ; : :';;';-' n

>s Great care. sh,oul<i be; used ;in .locating th6se 6tdppihg points. Superintendents
arid t^artsportation .supervisors a.re,;sti:o:ngly urged: to 'ift'ake' a special and careful
Lstudy b£ bus ^routes with; th.ese-objectives ins'mind^^ • , '•i^;;
a. Arrange, .ro.nte.s, when feasible,: so t'hafc pupils' need not cross a

• : {re'avily/tr av.ele4.rpad. .This :is :especia;lly; impottaht in thickly populated
•p suburban areas where there is heavy traffic.
'••' !";!'In.s6me.Lnitan.ces,thxs can .be achieved iwithbut an" increase in bus
•ihil^age , A reasonable. l,ncreasei:.i!n bus:;milfea^e-: i'n order £6 increase safety
f6ic1 'children is ^ntirel,.y prpp§E,,, . ..Of course, time available for running a
gi'veri "route is a limtt.ing-; fact.or.i.L; ^-.';:: !;'1—- ;:'
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It should'be standard policy to arrange r.o.utes on f our-l.ane highways
so that pupils^ need nfot cross when boarding or leaving, the t)us , Traffic
• • control on the opposite lanes of a four-lane highway is, .diff.icult and not

dependable.
b. Reduce the number of bus stops in thickly populated suburban areas
to the minimum considered necessary.. ......

Picking up children at each home driveway in'these are,ag cannot be
justified when safe walking areas are available. Children from several
homes can board the bus at one stop. If there are sidewalks, or wide
shouldet-s, which eliminate the necessity for walking on the traveled portion of the highway, pupils and parents cannot reasonably obj-ect to meeting
a school bus some two to four hundred feet. from the home dri.veway.

c. Eliminate bus stops at points where clear vision distance in each
direction is insufficient to g.ive the motorist .adequate time to, stop.

Once fixed by the administration, bus stops^should be approved by the board
of education. Bus drivers should know the exact location of each stop and the
reason for the location. Bus drivers should not be responsible, .for determining
s'tbp'lo'catipns. They,shou.l.d, however, be trained to detect, and report dangerous

situations at stop locations so that corrective measures may be taken by the
administration.

Training and xnstruction relating to stopping the bus to receive or discharge pupils should stress.the following driver .responsibilities and procedures:
a. When approaching an official stop, the: driver of the bus musj: turn
on the flashing warning lights not less than 30,0. feet nor. more than 500
feet from th'e-'point where the bvs is to sfcop on the traveled.portion of
' ''' the higH'Wy to receive or discharge pupils. A; distance.' of 500, feet is much
safer ;than'300'feet. Bus drivers should be. tra.ine.d to take full-advantage

of the distance"for warning provided by Section 321.372.
b.; After bringing the bus to a stop the driver extends; the stop arm.

He is then respoAsible for checking traffic and, : after ascer.taining that
it is safe for them to do so, for signalling pupils to cross the highway.
The procedure described above applies x^hen either receiving or.. discharging
pupilfi." Pupil''s'who live on-the opposite side of the road should wait on the

opposite side of the road'until the bus has stopped, t'he stop arm ^.s extended,
and they receive the bus driver s signal to cross to the bus. Pupils who. are
being'discharged must proceed to the front of the bus, .pause in line -witb,the

left front fender, and receive the signal from the bus driver before proceeding
to cross. (See 2. Pupil Procedure, this section)
c.' Under the provisions of Section 321.372, the motorist mee^ting the
bus'is not required to stop .until the stop arm is extended. Thus ;. it becomes
necessary for the bus driver fco use some judgement as to th^ pr,ecise time
he extends the stop arm. The motorist!s problem deserves some consideration

on the part of the bus driver. Under no circumstances should the bus driver
attempt to trap an approaching motorist.
3 -

d. When discharging pupils the bus driver should require the pupils
to remain tri their seats until he is ready to open the service'door. He
/should not open the service door until he is certain'that'd saffe: tra'ffic
isitu'atioh

fexisfcs.

;

e. The bus driver may not proceed ,to his next stop until all discharged pupils 'have reached a point of safety. "The driver may tiot take it
for granted that pupils have reached 3 point of safety and are proceeding
home. He must know. This means that he must account for all pupils before
puttirig his bus''in'motion. ' .. • :

E'. 'Wien receiving pupils the'bus is to remain stopped until' eill pupils
arO 'seated.

' • g. When drscharging pupils at the schoot unlbadi'ng station the bus
driver is to remain in the bus until all pupils are out of the bus.
h.' The driver must use the flashing warning lights and the'stop arm
even though the pupil lives on the right hand side of.the.road and does
not need to'"6toss the highway. ' ' ' ;' : ' ' "'" "'

L. The driver must stop the bus''on the tight'/hanct lane of the 1-ngKw^y,.' '!In no'cas:emay the ;bus be stopped straddling' the. cenfcer 1'ihe'on We
'paving."

'

.-'J

'

•

'

'•

'

•

'•

'"

'

.•"•,•-'

...••:
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The driver may pull off the traveled portion of the highway entirely
if there is plenty of room to load pr unload •well :off the 'traveled way and
if the; pupils 'do not need to cross the road; In this case the driver trt^y'
nol: use the flashing warning lights nor the stop arm. This procedure may
"be:-used only when cbnditions are 'tight and it ts"impossible to solve a
safety problem any other way. The new highway informatibri signs state that
a motbr'istinusjt stop .for a stopped sfchoolbus.lfabusisstoppeci\immediately; adjac'ent'fco 'the traveled portion to load or unload, the motorist may
easily becbffie confused and thus set up a hazardous' situation. .
If, for instance, there is a filling station with an ..adequate "yard"
located' at an official btls stop, it is permissible for the' bus to use the
"yard''to load or unload, provided th£'pupils needi 'not crbss'the highway.

j. The driver of the bus is directly responsible for seeing to it
that pupils follow correct procedures in boarding and leaving the bus and
in crossing'the highway. He must not slight: this responsibility. He-nnlst
be on the'alert to defect any sign of indifference or carelessness on the
part of the pupil, and he muSt 'be quick to take corrective'measures whdri he
detects signs of indifference or 'carelessness. ' ' . ' .. ''' ",

k. Flashing warning lights may not b^ juj^d at railroad or i'ntersection
stops, nor is their use as turn lights permissible. The use of these lights
Jt:s'.:l.i.miti2d by Section 32~1.372 to the pperation'of rfeceivirig or discharging
pupils on'the traveled portion of the highway, o'utsid'e' of business and
residential areas of cities and'towns. ' ' ' ' ' .'"•-'

:„• • ^ _

l'.: Thedr!i.verof;'the school bus must be certain, •bef;oFie starting out
: ;on his .route, that all; lights and signal devices,, brakes,-)gjn4; emergency ,,
equipment are in good qpei'atmg order,. .This me,g:ns that some items on a

school bus must be inspected twice daily.
2.

Pupil

Procedure

.

:

.

•

,

.:,•,•..,..

.

Pupils, of course, need instruction and supervision.. They .should!, be re-

quired to know and abide by rules and regulations covering their behavior while
boarding,'leaving'and ri.di-ng. on the^bug, and while approa^hiog,or legving-bus
stopi.lo&atiions. '(See'.Uniti IX Drxver-Pupil Relationships) , ' .-,..; ,., ;.,,, ,, ,,,;.;
:.-
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Pupil; procedure in connection, xvith boarding or .leaving ; the ,bus: on .thei.hi,gh-

way should stress the. following:
a-.::':Atl pupils shall be'.received and discharged through the,^r^.gh,1,;.,,frQnt
entrance. The emergency door is for emergency use only. ; ..,,,,.„•;..,.;

,'b. Pupils who must cross the..road after leaving the bus ,sh3jll.,b@ reiquired:to pass in front of the bus, to pause in l,in:<? with the..-4-eft sicLe,,o.f..
the bus, to.-check the traffic situation in both directions; for ..the.m&e.lyes.^
a.nd 'to proGeefd;.to cross the ro.ad only on signal froTn!-,;t;,l:ie.dr'd.v.@:r:,;,tha.t i.t.', i?,

:'safe1.fC)r'^hem;to do SQ. When. pausing to check traffic;and;to.,receive,the-

"go ahead" signal from the driver they shall be not closer th^i t,en f.eet
in

front

of

the

!,-'..'"

.

bus.
,

~.'.^

•

....

c. Pupils who must cross the road in order to board the bus in the
morning may cross the road only after the bus has ar-ri'ved, the istop; arm is
extended,, th'ey have Eeceived the signal from the driv.en and they have ^ ,.,;
checked.the: traffic'situation in both directions for themselves. ;,

d. Pupil procedure in connection with boarding and leaving the bus at
'• offic:ia.L stops' in busipe's.s and residential areas of .ci.ties .and t.owps differs
from-that-described ab.dwe-., This difference in proced'ure miis.t. be .mad^ •clear
fed'all pupils.'concerned .,'a.n.d to school bus drivers. In business. ,an,d r.es.iden-; l;,:tlalr'iaE@;as;: o£-...cities andi towns, school ..buses load and unload ,at; .the ..cur.b .at

-stree't' in't'ers;actioDS . Pupils who :must cross the street wa.it oi^-th&.cur,b .
' u'ntil:the bus has proceeded, then cross the street oo their:; own r;espx)nsi-;
bility.

.

:

.'

:

.

.

It is not good safety education to permit pupils to depend entirely upon the
bus and the driver for protection. They must learn to always satisfy themselves
that it is safe.
3. Motorist Procedure

The paragraphs of Section 321.372 dealing with the motorist's responsibility
are clear. It is necessary that the school bus driver understands the precise
limits of the motorist s responsibility.
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'.; I;t< isr. clear';.. that,.the : safety o£'.,the pupil:;is worth the, time requjLred of the
motori,s,fe,.;:. ;The s.chool.'bu^ driver .must :not,..however, 1 inconvenience, r.the^motorist
more'than;:..is ) required for .the safety of the pupils.,' ;. ,. .:. ./i;:.'.;-;',1,

Motorists may be instructed through newspaper items and ads, radio announce"
merits, parent-teacher meetings, etc. „•:;;; ••: •.:',-,./, j;<;).;: .'

-^ B.^-; The-Time; •S.chedul'e'• .••..::- •-:-. :^ .,'..;,•.::• -: •.;•.,.,-: ,. ..^•T;.-^ h, .-•.;-,:.'i

::-"An':b'u;ses s;ho.ul.d'-operate on •a;.. .de.flnite' tiriie .sche:du!le-. .A "dry-,ryn'\ b:efo^^ ,cj

the start of the fall term will'-.establi'sh:: an .approxitaate ;ischedule..: .:.:T^ ,,

schedule should be established by the end of the first week of school. Revisions
sh'oul d.-'b.e made-promptly as necessary. The schedule s:hould; be-, ppstedc-in'-tb'e bus.

A properly functioning time schedule will improve the efficiency of your
'trans^ib-rtati-oh .pTOgr-am.'; ...It will make .your p.r.ogr-am' safer. f'Qr:,'both- pupils and
motorists.

.lr'i';..

..

i.'..

•

•

-

'.'•.:.

.-::•..;

..;,.

.-.'

•:••-•,••;:..

- •; :.Bus: .dr-i.vers-i and1 pupils should be .instructed .in :t;he Qpergtlonj of. the time
schedule .i:. Pupil's-sh'ould: understand, t'h.at :,the bus wiliL.:no.t ,be a.h@ad'..pf schedule
a-nd.there fore' wili.'n.o.fc wa'it f..or; th:em'... A school bus: has PQ;legal ri^ht, tQ,"sit"

on th'e ,hd;ghway';waiti;hgifor tardyi-pupils:. Bus dri.yers-should understgn^ ;that the
timte1 sch'edule i;s i'ai;"tooli" .which.:£heyt c.^-n^use to ,adva.n£age,. ..-It;. 31,3; npjt: sacred,
however, a;s 'the: bus:.driver must1 ;a-l'w ays- -take tlffie to be. sjafe^. ,. • , ' :;,-..i..- :-,;'

C. Policy in regard to discharging pupils at other than official stops.
..'A- regularly .transport.ed: pup.il atstes permissj.Qn.c.t.o ..le.ave the ,bus :,a;fc,a neighbor s h'ome .'.-A pupil, who does: n.otwan,t:.fco ride ;,the bu.s; "the; l.ong wayground, "
asks permissd.ori /fco; lieav.e, the • .bus. .a't;the.i'nters.ec;tiion:.neares;t.:h;is.'h:ome so,.4e can

walk. How should the bus driver handle these requests?
.•;-•:•-: ti'Some sch.o.ols, ;as ;a matter .of pQlicy, refuse , to., permit :such:ivari.,ati;Qns, in
•routine' procedure . ••7l'f. such Viariations. are -p&'rtnit;ted,-.ex,tr^me ^c.are -piusti he taken

.'".cbyifche dr-i.ver'-.to-assure saf-ety of the ;pupi.ls inv.Qlved,;;'.; •:;.Regulata,on& should
iprd'vide-'that the ..driver; .wi.ll i honor requests .OB:l,y .w^e-n s,o direet.ed:b,y[;the;adminisfcra'fcor^;'.:and that the.^administrator wi-11 a;p.proye,.:Qnly?Uip,Qn',wri'fcben req.q^st of
the:.parent .1; .P.arentis should <be ur'ged :to make-such •r.eques;ts,!.only in. emergency
situations.

.
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:
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Driver Training Series VII
Traffic Regulation's, Laws of the Road
In order to operate legally and safely, all persons driving vehicles on
public roads must be familiar with and obey all traffic laws and regulations,
both local and state.
A. Local Traffic Regulations.
All school bus drivers should become familiar with local ordinances arid
regulations pertaining to traffic within the jurisdiction of local governing
bodies. Local ordinances should be consulted since these rules and regulations apply only to specific areas. : :
'Local authorities have no power to enact, enforce, or maintain any ordi-

nance, rule, or regulation'in any way which is in conflict with, contrary to
or inconsistent x\/ith state law and regulations. Any such ordinance, rule or
regulation of said local authorities shall have no force or effect.
However, this does not prevent local authorities, wi'th respect fco streets
and highways under their jurisdiction and within the reasonable exercise of
the police power, from:
. 1. Regulating the standing or parking of vehicles.
2. Regulating traffic by means of police officers or traffic-control
signals . • '••' ' ;

3. Regulating or prohibiting processions or ass^mblages on the highways.
4. Designating particular highways as one-way highways and requiring that
all vehicles thereon be moved in ond specific direction.
5. Regulating the speed of vehicles in public parks.
6. Designating any highway as a through highway and requiring that all
vehicles stop or yield the right of way before entering or crossing
the s^me or designating any intersection as a stop intersection and
requiring1^11 vehicles to stop at one or more entrances to such
intersections.

'"'7. iRegulati'ng or prohibiting the turning of vehicles at intersections,
8. Establishing speed limits in public alleys and providing the penalty
; for viol-a'tion thereof.

1 -

Cities, towns and counties have the power to establish .scho.ol zones.,.,and .•,

provide for the stopping of vehicles approaching said zones, when movable stop
signs have been placed in the streets in such .cities and towns and highways in
counties at the limits of the.,zones,. ; .. i'.;. .;.„ i,,. . .,
•!^-'! . ! ^

Cities and towns have been given the power by the state legislature to pass
ordinances requiring the use of the flashing warning; lights on school buses when
loading or unloading pupils in the business and residential sections of such
cities and towns. In other words they may extgn4-.th,e, provisions; pf :se.ction .
321.372, .Code of Iowa, to the business and resid'en£'iaT"areas."
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The items listed under this section may be found in Chapter 321, Code of
Iowa. Only that part of the Code more or less applicable to.;sch.ool bus- .dyiyer /s
and not covered elsewhere in other series of this course of study is given in
this outline. ,:Fpr a more ^.complete .description of laws of ,the^r.oajd,,,.C|Tiapte-r
321 of. the lovis i Code, .should be consulted.;.,;.:,, ,..,•.•;.,-., .; , :.,,-,.,.,..,, ;. ,,• :;•;;.,•:
If.;-;"-: . ••;::.»0<.:

1.

Traffic

Control

Devices.

.

,,.

;i-..

..

...

„-;....

..,';,••.'

a.. No driyer.^of a vehicle shall di.s,obey the instructions, of any official
traffic-cpn.trp,L device placed .i,n. accordance- with the.- law,; uples^,
at the time.^ otherwise (iirec.ted .by,,^. poliice officer. ,;.:.,; . .;. .. : •,

b. Vehicular traffic facing a green (alone) Go signal may proceed
Straight, through or,turn. right or ..left. unles.s , a sign, at, such-.place
prohibits. ei,t.1her such turn. . However;, vehicular; tr3^.£ic.-.sh5;:ll,.yiG3.d

right of xvay to other vehicles and to pedestrians l^fully; wpL.t-lfiiw::
the intersection at the time such signal is exhibited.
c. When a yellow (alone) or Caution signal follows the green or "Go"
signal, v.ehi.c.y.l a r traffic faping.,.t,tie signal shaU, stop.. before^
entering the nearest crosswalk or intersection, but; if,,.such stop

cannot be made in safety a vehicle may be driven cautiously through
.the

intersection,

,

...

•

.

.

,

;

;-i.

!:

.;:

d.... ..When a red,,(alone) or, /Stop", .s^gna.l i;s. exhibited., = vehi.c.ul-ar traffic
facing the;,signal shall, stop foef.o.re. ente.ring the;nearest; crosswalk

at an intersection or at such point as may be indicated by a
clearly visible line gnd shall, r.emai.n s:t,an.ding until green or. "Go"
is shown alone.
:•;:

u-

;\'

•

•

•"."

.

.

i

''••..^'

•'

1

••

'

'

'

."

".'

..'.

'•

^. e. When a red with: gre,en arrow., is exhib;it;.ed, vehicular tra.ffic facing
, .su.ch signal..may ..cautiously, enter the;, iL%t;er sect ion only to make the
movement ...indicate d by,,such arrow but sb<ill,not; inter-fere .with other

traffic or endanger pedestrians lawfully within .the ..crosswalk.
f. Whenever flashing red, pr yellow signal.s;are-.:used fchey shall require
obedience by vehicular traffic as follows:
(1) When a red lens is illuminated by,-;r^pa;d intermifefcen.tj flashes,
drivers of vehicles shall stop before entering the nearest
crosswalk at an intersection or at a limit line when marked.
The right to proceed shall be subject to the rules applicable
after making a stop at the stop sign.
2 ~

(2) When a yellow lens is illuminated by rapid intermittent
flashes, drivers of vehicles may proceed through the intersection or past such signal only with caution.
Speed Restrictions.
a. Any person driving a motor vehicle on a highway shall drive the
same at the careful and prudent speed not greater than, nor less
than, is reasonable and proper, having due regard to the traffic,
surface and width of the highways and of any other conditions then
existing. Furthermore, no person shall drive any vehicle upon the
highway at a speed greater than will permit him to bring it to a
stop within the assumed clear distance ahead, such driver having
the right to assume, however, that all persons using said highway
'will observe the law.

The following shall be the lawful speed except as hereinbefore
modified, and any speed in excess thereof shall be unlawful:
(1) Business districts 20 Mph.
(2) Residential district 25 Mph. •

(3) School district 25 Mph.
(4) Suburban district -45. Mph.

(5) Primary highways 70 day 60 night.
(6) Secondary (Hard Surface) 70 day 60 night.
(7) Secondary (not hard surface) 60 day 50 night.
(8) Interstate (Divided 4 lane) 75 day 65 night.
(9) Interstate Minimum' 40 mph all vehicles.

(10) School buses
(a) To and from school 45 mph.
(b) Extra curricular 50 mph.
P assi. ng Re^t r i c t i on^s .

a. Do not pass another vehicle less than 100 feet from an intersection
or railroad crossing, or when approaching within 100 feet of any
posted narrow bridge, viaduct, or tunnel.

b. Do not pass on approaching a hill or curve where there is not 700
feet clear distance ahead.
c. Do not pass on the right shoulder of the highway.

3 -

; ,, d. Dp; .not,cross the yellowi line in ybur lane. (Look •fo^ the yellow
"Ne?. Passing. Lane sign .on the left.: side of the road ahead.)

e. Do not pass unless it can be completed without interfering with
the safety of oncoming vehicles and before yel'low ;li;ne^appears
in your traffic lane.
f. Do. not; ..over take and pass a schQol bus -when the red warning lights
are

;f-l:as1bi-ing,:

....••;•

•'.

•'

g. . Do not increase, speed when you.are being passed.
4.

Signalling..

,

;.•

.

.;

^•r;.

•

•

:

;

a. A hand and arm signal or direction'ai signal must be '.given continu-

ously for at least 300 feet before turning or stopping a vehicle.
i^b. To make. a;left;t:urn,. get into proper, lane'weH;:.ahe'ad of turn.

Signal your intention for at least 300 feet. Yield to oncoming
cars and', pedestrians . :.;;.;,! .' .^.:;'ii-^i^1 (• •

c. To m^ce.a right turn, get into right lane-':w.ell ahead of turn.

Signal vour intention to turn for at least 300 feet. Yield
to. pedestrians in crosswalk. .;..;"
5.

Intersections.

;

;.a;

a. A dyiypr shall have his car under^control and shall reduce his speed
to a reasonable and proper rate when approaching and traversing
an uncontrolled intersection. 'An,uncontrolled intersection is one

that is not protected with stop signs, yield signs, or traffic
lights..

••

•

'

••:;

•
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b. \^hen two vehicles approach an intersection in such a position and
time fchat there is danger of collision, the car coming from your
right:shall have the right of way;;;,Iifyou are the driver appreaching from the right do not assume you have the right of way.
You have the right of way only when the;other driver'gives it to
you.

c. No person shall suddenly decrease the speed of a vehicle, or stop
without first giving ,a'n-appropriate signal''.to the driver of any

vehicle immediately to the rear when there is opportunity to give
such

signal.

.;,,^

...,.'

,

:r.^;;:

d. Inter secti.on accidents .:can be avoided if the^driver will obey the
following

.rules:

,.

.

.,.:

;'.

..

•

.

1. Approach all intersections with your foot off the acpele.rator. and on the brake pedal. •

2. Look first to the left and then to the right before entering
,,,;;ibhe intersection:.^: : '•'-': :'- •• . ."

3. Assume the right of way only when your judgment says it
is safe.
L -

6. Parking.

,9. When parking adj.acent to roadway outside of city limits, all four
wheels must, he off the pavement, if possible. .Parking lights or
low beam. lights, ar.e to be left on at night. Trucks and school
buses shall set out flares, fusees and flags as specified in
section 321.448, Code of Icwa.
b. No parking zones" in cities and towns are usually marked by a
sign or yellow painted curb.
c. Double parking is prohibited by law. . : . , ,

d. It is against the law to leave .the engine running on a parked,
unattended vehicle.
e. In parallel parking the wheels must be within 18 inches of near curb
f. Driver must look, signal, and yield right of way when coming out
of a parjk?-ng place. ,

g. The use of flashing directional lights for any purpose other than
signalling to turn or stop is illegal except all four turn signals
may be displayed during the hours of darkness when a vehicle is
disabled or otherwise presents a hazard.
h. It is illegal to park closer than the indicated distances from
the following:
(1) 5 feet from fire hydrant.
(2) 20 feet from stop sign.
(3) 20 feet from entrance to fire station.
(4) 25 feet from entrance to hotel.
(5) 50 feet from railroad crossing.
(6) It is illegal to park in a block when fire apparatus has
stopped to answer fire alarm.
7. Miscellaneous Rules.

a. No person shall drive a vehicle \^hen it is so loaded, or when there
is in the front seat such a number of persons, exceeding three,

as to obstruct the view of the driver to the front or sides of the
vehicle or as to interfere with the driver s control over the
driving mechanism of the vehicle.
b. No person driving or in charge of a motor vehicle shall permit it
to stand unattended without first stopping the engine, or when
standing upon any perceptable grade without effectively setting the
brake thereon and turning the front wheels to the curb or side of
the highway.

The driver of a school bus when approaching a railway crossing
shall stop the vehicle not more than •50; feet nor less than 10 feet
fr.bm-the nearest rail, and then procee'd only when it is safe to
do -so,; VThis applies to all railroad'-:;erOssLhgs: whetl-ier located in
cities and towns1'or in rural areas. .;•
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Driver Training Series VIII
Accident Records. - Accident Behavior;

Accident records are essential to the development of an accident prevention
program. One must know something about .the situation in which accidents occur
if .one is to promote safe driving habits and practices:.. Defensive driving

techniques should be applied where the record shows the need. :
Each school district should, therefore, keep an .accura'te and detailed record

of each accident in which a school vehicle, is directly or indirectly involved.
Records and accounts of accidents which are connected, .with transportation service

because they involve pupils before they enter or after they leave the bus should
also be made and filed.. Reports of all such accidents should; be'maile'd to the
Department of Public .Instr.uction so. t^t; a complete stat.e-wide record may be
available for use in-the,safety,program. . • .

A. Analysis of Traffic Accidents
The Travelers Insurance Companies publishes an annual 'summary of.''data covering
accidents which. ,occ,ur i.n the United States. The Travel:6-rs • 1'959 Book of Street

and Highway Accidents Data is titled The Luckless Legion,, It contains detailed
data covering traffic.accidents.which occurred during .the years 1957 and 1958.
It can be obtained, free,.by-writing John G. O'Brien, The Travelers Insur.anGe
Companies, Hartford, Connecticut.
Monthly and annual,. summaries of Iowa : traffic acGidenfc,.data are'-avail able

from the Iowa Department of Public Safety, State Office Bu;j,rlding, Des;:Moines ;.
B.

Iowa

School

Bus

Accidents

^:;-:..

;';'J

.:

Each year, during January or February, the Division of Transportation
distributes to each superintendent a detailed report on accidents .involving
Iowa school buses.

A. study of t;he, records from which tb.is report ;'i@ compiled indicates that
almost all school bus accidents are preventable accidents. Effective'application
of defensive driving techniques, as discussed in Unit IV-of this series, would
eliminate

C.

most

Accident

of

them.

Behavior

.
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There .are a number of things which need to he done quickly after .ari accident.
The order and number will vary somewhat in terms of the location of the.v.el-^rcles

after the accident, the severity of the accident and the extent of injuries.
It is of particular importance that the bus driver has a good understanding of
what it is necessary fco do and how to do i.t., ,. If he is to c:ontr,ol event's after
an accident he must keep calm so that he can .judge the situation.accurately and

quickly and proceed with a minimum of delay. In some situations the bus driver
can avert tragedy by proceeding with speed and precision.
1 -

Here, in general, is what needs to be attended to:

1. Fire Hazard. Tutn'off the ignition immediately. Arrange to eliminate
smoking in the vicinity"of the wreck if there is any possibility that gasoline
has been spilled.
The fire extinguisher should be readily available when needed., It should
be mounted in an accessible place. It should -be inspected and tagged befo're'"•

school opens each fall.
2. TrafficC'ontrol.''To prevent additional accidents traffic.must be con-

trolled.' Poor •Visitiility or ]:e'3tricfced sight distance may .cause additional accidents especially i'f roadway is completely or partially blocked.
Arrartge "for itariiediate placement 6f flags and flares or fuses in accordance
with the provisions of section 321.448, Code of Iowa. Student bus patrol members
can be trai'n'ed to do this'quickly, accurafely arid safely. , ;
•Flags, Flares-and Fuses should be mounted in a permanent position where.^they

will remain in good'condition, and where they are quickly available. It is inexcusable for a bus driver not to know where these items are located or to find them
in poor condition.

3. Safety of Pupils. Attend to safety of pupil passengers promptly. If
necessary, move them to a safe location pending arrangements to get them.home

or : to s8h6'bl. They'should not be allpxv'ed fp mill about the accident scene.
4. First'Ai'd. 'Check carefully for injuries.. Severe injuries must be attended
to: quickly.: Rapid'bleeding and shock requires'first aid treatment immediately.
All bus drivers should take the American Red Cross Standard First Aid Course.
If the complete course' is not possible bus drivers", should be fully informed on at
least the -'foll'dwirig:
a. Control of bleeding, (including the six pressure points)
b. The proper use of the tourniquet. .
'•'-'c; 'Artificial resptrcitionprdde'dure. ' ' . . ,;
d.

'Treafment

of

s'hock.'
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A knowledge of what not to do is very important. Many accident victims have
been severly'injured'or killed •by improper treatment at the scene of the accident.
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a. Do not move injured persons unless necessary to prevent further injury.

If it is necessary to move the patient determine first, if possi-ble, the nature
and extent of injuries so that the patient can be moved without further injury.
b. Do not bundle an injured person in the back seat of a passing car and
'rush him t-6 a: doctor1. Wait for an ambulance'or doctor.. It s safer for the
injured

person.
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c; Do not attempt to make an unconscious person drink anything. .

The American Red' Cross 'Standard First Aid Book should be issued to. each.
driver arid''should be carried in :the bug . . : :'. /_ • ,,,..,
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First aid kits should be in'spected at regular intervals. All items should
be kept in good condition and replaced when necessary. The first aid kit should
be mounted securely in an accessible pldce.. • : > •' - '

5. Notify Authorities. An older pupil or member of the bus patrol can be
trained to call, from the nearest telephone,those who must be notified of'the
accident; .'These Un.Clude: • :~^:- "" '" ' ' ' '• . • ..; ....^.

a. Ambulance and doctor if required. ,, ^ . , .

b. State Highway Patrol.
c. School officials.
: Person ma king... the... call shpul-d-be abl"e"£o report, ..calmly •and1 coherent.ly!, the

ex:act locafci.on of the accident, number and severity of injurie's, name of bus
driver, number of the bus, school district involved.
.6. Report of .A^c'i'sifi.Qt. -Gather -all information necessary fQ.rcomplete

accident report. The'report should include 'the following;
a. Names and addresses of owners of other vehicles or property involved.

b. Names and addresses of drivers of other vehicles involved.
c. Names and addresses of witnesses.

d. Names and addresses of all persons involved in the accident, with
apparent nature and extent of injury of each. ;. ;

e. License number^, "and btt-ier identifying information, of other vehicles
involved.

.
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f. : A diagram of a'cctdent scene. Note and record the position of the vehicles
at time of crash, direction of travel of all vehicles involved, condition of road '
and weather, time of day, place, and other information deemed pertinent.
g. A clearly written statement of exactly what happened.
h. Name and address of the bus driver.
Bus drivers should be courteous to other drivers involved in the accident.
Nothing is to be gained by argument. No attempt should be made to fix the blame.
The facts are wanted and are necessary.

This unit is too broad to be covered in one training session'-at least two
are recommended:

a. Accident Analysis and Accident Behavior
b. Essential First Aid techniques for the traffic accident situation
The session in accident analysis and accident behavior might very well be
conducted by the Driver-Training Instructor or a member of the Iowa Highway Safety
Patrol. A discussion on accident behavior should include not only what needs to
be done in case of accident but also, how to get it done with a minimum of wasted
time.

The session on First Aid should be conducted by a qualified first aid instructor. The session on first aid should be limited to:
a. Demonstration and discussion of those first aid techniques likely to be
needed to properly handle injuries found in a traffic accident situation.
b. What not to do when giving first aid treatment to injured persons.
3 -
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Driver Training Series IX
Driver-Puptl. Relationships
A school bus driver has children under his direct supervision for a sizeable
portion of each school day. To be entirely successful he must not only successfy-l.I-y guide,..t^:-g6-neral behavior of "these chil-d-ren, he must-:"alsoexert'.a positive,
benefice-nT"'Tnf^u&ftGe. • If he cannot'do-fches-e -things reasonably well he is not "

an asset but is, actually, a liability to the school and its educational program.
What can be done to help the driver achieve"a satisfactory relationship with his
pupil passengers?
A, Influence''of'driver personality and character

A 'general digcuSsion of the important personality traits and their influence
on others shoiild help a schboFbus' driver in his relationship with pupils. The
following are pertinent:
1. Character
2. Attitudes
3.' Personal habits
4. Grooming
5. Temperament

6. Disciplinary methods
We know that pupils Team from the driver. His influence is never neutral.
If the school bus driver:has some understanding of how pupils react to such
personal qualities as a firm but pleasant bearing, good grooming (personal and
school bus), a well controlled even temperament, honesty, integrity, courtesy,
orderliness, he is in a position to increase his effectiveness as a driver.
It is difficult to maintain^ satisfactory disciplinary situation if pupils
do not respect the driver as' a'driver and as an individual. It is also difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a wholesome satisfactory situation if the
driver'does not have a genuine liking for children or if he does not respect
them as individuals.
B. The Bus as a learning situation
As indicated previously, we are of the opinion that the grooming and general
maintenance—of the bus-'"have "an important bearing on the disciplinary situation

and the effectiveness of the general educational program. Pupils have respect
for a clean, well-kept, well maintained bus. They will react to it. A clean,
well-kept bus will increase pupils respect for the school which operates it.
1 „

You can, therefore, improve your curriculum by making sure that your bus
drivers understand these relationships and by efficiently organizing all duties
connected with bus maintenance (see Unit II Organisation of the Maintenance and
Accounting Program).
It might be well, at this point, to consider the nature of the school curri'
culum. The statements quoted below appear in the Revised Edition of the Department Handbook. The first is taken from Chapter Four, Education in Iowa,'s .Ele-,
mentary Schools, page 29o The second is taken from Chapter Five-, Secowlary '"'"
Education in Iowa? page 39. .

i

"Th_e Curt icv.lu.m of the elementary school ^pnsj.sts qf all J:ho.se experiences
that childreh have imde-i: Lhe direction and guidance of the school ^, ..

The broad range of experiences offered by or affected by the school,.pro-,
gram constitute the total curriculum *.
Certainly it cannot be.denied that children are affected by the school
transportation program, nor that they h^ve specific experiences arising from the
transportation program "under the direction and guidance of the school", .These
ex.periences, good ancTbad, 'become a part of their;educational experience.
This is an aspect of public school transportation which has not received
the attention which it deserves. Let s see what can be done with it.
C. Desireable Pupil Behavior
Formal class-room behavior need not, of course, be required of pupils in a
school bus. An informal atmosphere which encourages pupils to relax and enjoy
the ride is desireable. There are, however, certain limits within which pupil
activity must be confined. What are these limits?
Driver and school control over pupils should be sufficient to assure that

pupils will:
1. Enter and leave the bus, at.schoql loading .stations and at highway bus
stops, in orderly fashion and in accordance with instructions.. . .;
This requires pupils to proceed at all times: ;. ., . , .

a. Without haste and without loitering.
b. ' Without, crowding . and W3,thout pushing. .... ;

€„ I^ith, each pupil showing due regard for his own safety and the
safety of others.
2, Remain quiet enough not to distract the driver.

^The State Department of Public Instruction, The Iowa Sta.te Department of Public
Instruction, A De^scrJ.^tiYe H^ndbpok^ 1958
J""'
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Pupils must, at all times:
a, Refr.ain from shouting and other boisterous, activity..

b. Refrain from talking to-" the driver while the bus is in motion.
c. Show d.ue consideration for the bus driver and his problems.
In general, any^activity which worries or distracts the dr,iver is objectionable. The bus driver needs to l<ieep his mind on his driving and on the traffic
situation. If he is worried about the activity in the bus he cannot be a safe
driver.

3. Remain seated while the bus is in motion.
a. Each pupil must go directly to his seat upon entering the bus.
b. Each pupil must remain seated until the bus has stopped and the
driver signals that it is time to rise and. leave.
4. Cross road in accordance with instructions and the provisions of Section 321.372, Code of. Iowa. ,,..,,

Pupil procedures are described in Unit VI and should be closely followed
by

all

pupils.

,

,.,

,

...

5« Not, wantonly or, carelessly, destroy property. : ,

Transportation equipment represents a large capital investment. Pupils can
be expected to cooperate in its maintenance and preservation.
a. Orderly behavior in the bus, at all times, is essential. Roughhousing is not only hard on seats and interior finish, it also,
as explained above, makes it difficult for the driver to operate
safely.

.

.

.

b. Pupils should keep feet off the seats. : .,
c. Pupils should keep sharp objects off the. upholstery;.,
6. ' Not extend arms or other parts of body out through windows..,

It is important that rio object protrude through an open window.
Pupils should le.ave windows alone. The bus driver will attend to ver^ti.lation.

7. Not throw objects about in the bus nor out through windows.
a;. Waste paper and o.ther refuse may, not be scattered. along the high-

way. Provision, should be made inside for such material and, disposed
of by the driver at end of trip.
b. Books and other property should be properly stowed out of the way.

c. The aisle should be clear.
d. Shooting "paper-wads" or other material in the bus is not permissible.
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In addition to items listed above pupils should be instructed and encouraged
to:
a. .Follow, fche:bus driver s ^instructions, promptly.and cheerfully. •
b. Be on time at the bus stop location.
c. Be on time at the school loading station,, . .;"• •'. .

,.;d. Leave home in time to reach the'.bus stop. locafcioh without haste.
e. Leave home-at proper time. to eliminate l.oitering on the way.

f. Avoid playing or loitering on the highway when waiting for a bus
which

is

Iqte.

1;..—;,^.

;

••

g. Follow correct safety procedures when walking on the highway to
and from a bus stop. In some instances pupils must meet a school
bus some distance from the home driveway. Procedures .for walking;
on the highway should be clear to pupils.
D. Extent of driver's responsibility for discipline and general pupil
.(,behay,ip]r,.,.,..

..

.

.

.

.•

;

•

.

^.

^

:

••

•<'•::••:

••','

All rules and regulations concerning pupil behavior should be well-known and
clearly, undQrstoo4 by bus drivers. They should also be well known and clearly
understoo.d by pupils and parents. .
Obviously, bus drivers cannot be solely responsible fox proper pupil behavior. Teachers should have direct responsibility for training and instructing
transported pupils. Teachers, as well as bus driver^, should supervise loading
stations at the school grounds.
Mimeographed lists of rules and regulations covering pupil behavior should
be prepared by the adminis.tration-and distributed to pupils and parents. The
active cooperation of parents can be very helpful.
The bus driver must, of course, accept responsibility for supervising and
co.ntrqlling pupils, out on the ro.ufce.. He cannot escape the fact that he is'in

charge. Acceptable discipline procedures should be established and discussed..'E« Acceptable discipline procedures. ,
: Bus drivers should b.e encouraged to. report behavior problems and' to ask for
as^s.i&tance when it ap.pe.ars necess.ary... Mis.~behav.ior , and refusal- to abide by the
regulations cannot be permitted to ..continue unchecked. ; ••
It is q.u.ite, often possible to solve behavior.problems by: ,<

1. Discussing the problem with the supervisor.
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2. A conference between the pupil and his teacher
3. Enlisting the assistance of the parent.
4. Changing the pupil's seat.
5. If all other means fail, transportation privileges may be withdrawn from
the pupil by the administration.
F. Unacceptable discipline procedures.
The use of sarcasm by the driver in his relations with pupils is not acceptable.

Angry eruptions by the driver will not solve any problems.
It is not permissible for a bus driver to put an unruly pupil out of the
bus to force him to walk home, Correct procedure calls for the driver to tell
the pupil when he leaves the bus at his home that it will be necessary for him
and his parents to make acceptable arrangements with the superintendent before
he can be transported again. This gives the superintendent an opportunity to
enlist the cooperation of the parents in the handling of unruly pupils.
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Driver Training Series X
Principles of Economical Operation
A. Preventive Maintenance.

A general discussion of preventive maintenance may be found in Number II of
this Training Series. It also includes three inspection forms which may be used
in connection with the maintenance program. These forms consist of: (1) Daily
Inspection Report, (2) Monthly or 1000 miles Inspection Report, and (3) Annual
Inspection Report.
Series Number X points out specific areas of preventive maintenance and in
greater detail.,
1. Lubrication.

Regular lubrication ^and servicing of the school' bus is essential in
order to prevent development of defective conditions and to locate and
correct such conditions in order to prevent failure and wear. The length
of time and the number of miles travelled between lubrication 'jobs will
vary with the driving habits of the operator as well as with weather and
road conditions. If a.bus is operated on crushed rock roads 'dr other sur-

faces where, dust is a problem, the, engine oil should be changed more
frequently. A bus operating on wet .and muddy roads requires more frequent
chassis lubrication than those operating on hard surfaced roads.
Although each .driver is not responsible for the maintenance program,
he, nevertheless,: should assume responsibility for:
a. Checking the engine oil level.
b. Observing signs of lubrication trouble, such as
(1) Excessive oil .consumption.
(2) Low oil pressure, as shown on gauge.
(3) An inoperative engine oil filter.
(4) The appearance of exhaust smoke.
(5) .. Oil leaks.
(6) Evidence of lack of chassis lubrication.
2., Electrical system.

The school bus of today is a precision-built instrument, especially
the electrical system. .In order that the system will continue to function
effectively.,, it is essential that regular check-ups and repairs be made by
1 -

trained workers with pre.cisjLpn-b.v.i.lt instruments and tools, following pro-

cedures developed by the respective manufacturers. The parts of the electrical system are so interdependent .that each must be kept in perfect working
order if the whole system is to function efficiently. If accurate testing
equipment is not used, the precise adjustments necessary,are.not likely;to
be obtained.
a. Some general rules for the care of the electrical system.
(1) All lybri.ca.tio,p,g>oin.ts shoyld be known and serviced according^,:
to.instruction.s.for.fcbe particular bus , Instructions • should .be":,, ,

carefully followed since too. mu.ch oiling of .the electrical system .
may be as disastrous as too little. ... ..:•:•'

(2) .All connections which tend to loosen or .corrode should be ,
known, checked regularly, adjusted properly and cleaned, -This .will ;,
avoid short circuiting,.

(3) All worn parts should be repaired or replaced. This will avoid
burning, short circuiting and failure to function. ...;..
b. Some .specific precautions to be taken in the use and •ma.i.ntenance.

of the electrical system.
(1) The .starter s^i.tch, should...be released as soon as the engine
starts to run under its own .^ower,. It should, never , be .pr.essed
while the engine i.s running. .... . . . , ,-. :

(2) If the engine fails to start, the fault is seldom with the
starter. ; The .starting motor should not be abused by continuing
to Step on it. Trouble in fche fuel line pr inade.quate s.park are
more likely reasons for failure to start.
(3) The battery should be the object of watchful concern.
(a) Keep the battery in charged conditions. Recharge as soon
as necessary. A battery will not freeze, at 92 degrees below
zero if fully charged,, If fully discharged it will freeze at
18 degrees above zero. ... .. ,

(b) Keep battery connections tight .and,clean.
(c) Keep battery .securely fastened in,-jLts carrier frame.

(d) Check level of battery solution op.c.e a week in summer and
every two weeks in winter ,

(e) In cold weather add water to battery only when the engine
is to be run. This prevents it from freezing by m.a.king; sure

it mixes with the sulphuric acid.
'(4) The max.imum .efficiency pf.,the .engine, and aljso, economy of fuel,
depend upon the full, unpbstruct.e.4 flow of current, -through the ,

ignition circuit,
2 -

(a) Keep timing properly set by having complete engine tune up
frequently.
(b) Keep switch terminals and connections clean and tight.
(c) Keep distributor points polished, flat, and clearance
adjusted properly.
(d) Change spark plugs if a "healthy high tension spark is
not obtained.

(e) The generator generally needs little attention other than
keeping the brushes and bearings in good condition. Care should
be taken not. to lubricate the generator excessively.
3. Cooling system.

The cooling system consists primarily of the radiator, the coolant
(usually water), the water pump, engine block, the connections and gaskets,
fans, belts, thermostats, and gauges. The cooling system is necessary to

protect the engine from damage due to the terrific heat developed from
combustion. A defective cooling system may be indicated by a rise of the
temperature gauge above 180 degrees, odor from over-heated parts, loss of
power, steam coming out from in front of the bus, and the engine continuing
to run after the ignition is turned off.
a. Some possible causes of overheating.

(1) Not maintaining proper coolant level.
(2) Leaks in the system.
(3) Loss of coolant out over-flow from boiling.
(4) Broken or slipping fan belt.
(5) Insufficient oil in crankcase.
(6) Poor quality or improper grade of oil.
(7) Radiator (coolant) frozen.
(8) Clogged circulation.
b... Indirect causes of overheating.

(1) Improperly timed ignition.
(2) Poorly adjusted carburator.
(3) Badly carbonized combustion chambers.
(4) Worn.or broken water pump.

(5) Dragging brakes.
c. Immediate temporary remedial steps to cool engine.
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(1) Stop bus and-let engine run at. fast-idle . : :
(2) Open hood to hasten cooling.
(3) Pour water slowly over front of radiator core.
(4) Do not remove radiator cap until all steam stops escaping from
overflow pipe.
(5) Do not pour cold water into radiafcor while.engine is extremely
hot.
,(6:) If ;.£an,;.belfc. is broken--drive slow-ly. to the: nearest repair
shop,, stopping for engine to' cool as often a's necessary.

(7) If oil is too low to show pressure on gauge do. not d.Kive further
without refilling.
.,..(8)... .If: observation of circulation (look infco radiatot fill''er':;nelck
wlmle. en:gine is running) -reveals pump not op£ira-ting: or-, system clog;ge.d driye ^.Ipwly to nearest repair shop»: :,: • ' .' '. ' •.' '

(9,).,-, If bsr.ak&s .are dragging s.e.verely do .not move^bus until- th<5': •
. cQndi,t.iQn; has. been .remedied. . .. :•• ;: •.. , . ; . : :

d. Some results of improper care of the cooling system.
(1) Scoring of pistons, rings, and cylinder walls.
(2) Loss of piston-ring tension due to excessive heat.
(3) Cracked cylinder head or block.
I

•

.

..'..•

(4) Warping of valves.
e. Some important general rules of maintenance for the cooling system.

(1) General inspection of entire cooling system twice a year.
(2) Flushing of system when changing coolant and after internal
engine

repairs.

.

.

.

',

,

.

(3) Have radiator core and reservoirs examined.for leaks each spring
and fall.
('/i) Have external air-psssages of radiator blown out with compressed air to remove dirt, insects , or other ;d:eposits . :

(5) Check hose connections for ..leaks, especially ik\ the fall of
the year.

(6) Have cylinder block, head and gasket checked for cracks and
leaks.

.

:

.

.

'.''

'-

.

:

(7) Check fan,and fan belt: at each inspection time and take up
s.lack

if

needed..

.

:

:-':

(8) .Have thermostat and temperature gauge checked at inspection
time.

(9) Pay constant attention to temperature gauge and check coolanfc
each time the gas tank is filled.
4. Wheel alignment and.balance, front end assembly and steering.
All the time you are driving, you depend on the steering mechanism for
safe control of bus direction. You roll along at 40 to 50 miles per hour
with very little space separating the bus from a line of cars zooming by
in the opposite direction at equal or greater speed. This means a few feet
of clearance and an 80 miles and over per hour meeting speed. This is a lot
of confidence to put in steering equipment. Ifc should be maintained in
good condition.
The checks and adjustments that have to be made in the steering assembly
are so intricate and numerous that they should be made only by expert
mechanics. .Every driver, however., can learn to recognize'^ symptoms of trouble

developing in the steering mechanism and should have adjustments made at
once. Steering conditions give important warning cues:

a. Too much play in the steering wheel. If you can turn the wheel
two or more inches before it starts to turn the front wheels, there is
too much play. An adjustment is needed.
b. Hard steering... This may. be due to unequal or ubder-inflafced tires,

inadequate lubrication, improper wheel alignment, or worn or improperly
adjusted steering parts.
c. Shimmy or rapid movement of the wheel from side to side. Check
tire inflation and have-wheel balance checked. If neither' check solves
the trouble, have a mechanic lighten connections, correct wheel alignment, replace worn parts, and balance wheels.
d. The car wander i.ng'from side fco side, or turning persistently to one
side. This can mean:-unequal:tire pressure, poor wheel alignment, or
rapid uneven tire wear,

The front end assembly should be carefully checked by a competenC mechanic
annually. He should check wheel bearings, knuckle pins bushings, spindles,
steering arms, tie rod ends, drag link, and front, wheel alignment.

If there is uneven wear of the front tires it is generally an indication
that the front end assembly needs adjusting. If a wheel is out of balance
the tire usually wears intermittent flat spots. If there is a misalignment
of the front end, tires .will show a smooth even wear toward one side. It

will have the choppy appearance of a tire worn by a wheel out of balance.
5.
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Brakes.
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The brake system co-jji:si@ts o.£ the service or foot brake, hand or emer'
gency brake, master cylinder, lines, wheel cylinders,' brake~: shoes or drums

plus fluid. Since brake failure is a common difficulty, the driver should
be made aware -of the first,'signs', indicating potential trouble-so that the

condition can be remedied. Whenever these or other signs appear they should
be reported immediately. The hand or emergency brake should be tight
enough ,so.: fchafc'xvh.en. the brak.e;;:is pulled up it will-stall the engine in
low gear as the clutch is slowly released. . • -••
a. Indications and .,causes:.of brake troubles.-'^ ••• ./ •'•:r'''.

(1) Pedal goes to f.ioor board.. ' • :: ' •
(2)

Dragging-brakes'.

..

•

.•:•

.

....

"

•'

• .(3). One wheel dragging. • •• • •'"• ' • ;•):•.•• '• ••

(4) Bus pulls to one side. . • ,'. :•
- (5) Foot pedal feels springy:. ,. : ' •••; •
(6) Poor stops with excessive .pressure on foGt pedal. •;';i: •:
(7)

Brakes

over-sensitive.

.-

'.

.^'^.:

..:-/,.'

(8). Squeaks or squealing:brakes.'. ; ;:' -;.(9) "Chattering" brakes. . ^. •-.
' b... .Driving;precautions and procedures to.Gonserve brakes.
(1) Anticipate stops and slox^7 down.gradually. :-• :

. -(2) Use motor to assist brakes in stopping. Do not depress
clutch .pedal until bus -is almost stopped. ' • !

(3) Avoid sudden st'ops..

-K:

,(4) ..-Use lower gears ^hen descending, steep hil.ls.. Do B;ot disengage
..clutch afc any time-w.he'n descending .hills. .•:'-'.' • : . l'i •

(5) Avoid "riding" brake pedal.
,(6) ;App:ly brakes ahead of '.curve, not when in it.'- •" ' :: :::

(7) Avoid driving through deep water and sand.
(8.): Ayoid prolonged hard appliGation of', brakes. .' ! ; • f
,c. :-Bra.k.e :m:qi,intenance precauit.ions and • procedures .'• • ••'•• ';'i' •'1'- :

(1) Inspect and clean brakes regularly. All wheels should be
removed each summer to note condition of brake linings and.brake
lines. Worn linings should be replaced before drums show wear.
Reconditioning or replacing brake drums is expensive.
^ -

(2) Make prompt adjustment or repair at first signs of trouble.
(3) Watch for evidence of overlubrication, or leaks which denote
worn parts.

6. The School Bus Body.
The care of the school bus body is one operation that has been one of
the most neglected in the maintenance program. Each driver should be held
responsible for maintaining a bus in a clean and sanitary condition.
The drivers should be given a clear understanding as to what their duties
are in connection with body maintenance. Generally they are responsible
for the inside of :the- bus and where no other arrangements are made, they
should also be responsible for the cleanliness of the outside. Where other
arrangements are made for washing the outside of the bus, the driver should,
nevertheless, be held responsible for keeping all lights and reflecfcors
clean.
. a. .Reasons for maintaining a school bus in a clean sanitary condition.

(1) To safeguard the health of the pupils.
(2) To reduce the possibilities of accidents among the pupils
that might be caused by falling, tripping over objects, or slip.ping on the floor.

(3) A clean bus induces a better attitude among the students. If
the driver bakes pride in keeping his vehicle clean the children
will respond in the same manner,

(<') The school bus is about the only visual contact many people
have with the school system. If they see a clean, well maintained
school bus, it will give them a favorable impression of the school
as a whole. A dirty, poorly maintained bus will have i.ust the
opposite

effect..

:r

(5) To prolong the life of the bus.
b. Responsibilities of the driver for the condition of the bus.
(1) The driver should be solely responsible, subject to checking-' "
by

the

supervisor.

.

'•

(2) Regulations for pupils conduct regarding sanitation and cleanliness may be set up by the driver with the approval of the school
authorities.

.

:

(3) The driver should set an example of cleanliness. This applies
not only to the vehicle but also to his own person. He should be ':
neat and clean in his manner of dress. He should never enter the
bus in the morning unless cleanly shaven.
c. Suggested schedules for cleaning the school bus.
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(1), .Daily .sc'ti&dule- . .. .,-; ,. • . , . .:,. :

(a) Sweep, floor and .steps. . •... :••• .• ', '••. • :)

(b) Dust seats after sweeping.
(c) Clean windshield, rear view mirrors, lamp lens and re.flectOiTS oftener than d.aily, if..necessary..'
]':''':

'

•

'

.'

•

•:

(d) Inspect and cle'ap or,'dust windoxvs. after sweeping.. .•;•.••.•.

(e) Report the presence of. fum.e.s. and gases. '• ':.!:i'

(f) Check, the operation of. t'lze -emergency door .. •;;. •;

.,(2),

.Weekly

schedule.

...

•

-

..'.;;•.

.

,•

...

•.>•'.

•;

(a) Wash floor, using a mop and disinfectant. ,' ,
.(b) Scrub all; wood and metal parts of se'ats, ro:d:s,;or band
rails -with soap and warm water.

(c) Wash all windows and sills and report any damages. Check
.operation.of windows, ;, ; .•:; ...

(d) Clean the seats and inspect and report any damage.
(e) C.l.ean interior lights if necessary. ..

(f) Wipe off those surfaces on the inside of -the bus that have
not otherwise been cleaned.

(g) Ch.eck cond.ition of fire. exti.nguigher and first'aid equipmeat,..

• J. < •

(h) Check the operation of the emergency;dooy•and.. lubricate
as required.
B. Connection between the inspection program and preventive maintenance.

Preventive maintenance is the scientific care of a vehicle that will guarantee
the dependability and,maximum.life;from the various .p.grts.. ..It is:a carefully or-

ganized system of inspections made at regular mileage.intervals combined with
immediate attention to all reported defects. These inspections are made up of
a series .of well-bglanced checking proceduresjcombined wi-th the:proc6s,s of clean-

ing, tightening, lubricafcing, and .adjusting of .parts ;:and units,: It .is i the best
known, simplest, and most economical mefins of protecting the original "investment

in a fleet of motor vehicles.
A r.egular .periodi.c xngpection program is the-key. to a go.od ..preventive maintenance program. ^ (For ^sugg;est^.ons ..a,nd inspe.cfcion £,orms ;re-£e.r to..-(numbe,r II of
this

series

.)

..,,:..—.

'

.

:

.,-•>;,:..

•

—

•--):.

:

.

:

•

In addition to the inspect.i.on pro.gram by :a trained pi.e^hani.c., .tlie: bus .driver

has a responsibility in this field. The driver is on the road with the vehicle,

for a number of hours each day. He and he alone is in a position to observe its
performance under all conditions. He should learn to recognize defects and immediately report the symptoms to the maintenance department. He should not attempt to diagnose the trouble but should report what he hears, sees, smells, and
feels ,

C. Operating Techniques.
1. Starting the engine.
Before attempting to start the engine the driver should first.check the
water level, oil level, tires and gaso.line supply. He then should do the
following:
a. Press down the clutch pedal with the left foot to disconnect the
engine from the rest of the. car. This is not only the safe 'thing to
do, but reduces the load on the storage batcery.
b. Check the gear"shift lever to see that the transmission is in
neutral.

c. Pull throttle control on instrument panel so the engine will have
sufficient gasoline to idle.
d. Turn on ignition switch and manipulate fche starter.switch.
e. Pull out choke if weather conditions require it.
f. Rel'ease pressure on starter switch when engine starts to run.

g. The engine should now be running. Let up on the clutch pedal slowly,
keeping the gears in neutral position and hand brake set.
h. Let the engine idle until it x^arms up. The vehicle should not be
moved until the heat indicator gauge starts to register. (Three-fourths
normal engine wear takes place during the starting period, according
to AAA Contest Board tests.) Avoid racing the engine during the
warming up period,
2. Shifting gears.
After the engine is properly warmed up the vehicle is. ready to be put
into motion. This procedure, involves the following steps:
a. Press the clutch pedal to the floor.
b. Move gear shift into low,
c. Release hand brake, accelerate engine and allow clutch pedal to
come up slowly until the clutch takes hold. Accelerate to give the
engine power to move the added load.
d. If the bus starts with jumps.or jerks, press clutch pedal down immediately and start releasing it again until the bus starts smoothly.
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e. Shift to next gear.

All the gears in the. series should be utilized, from low t,o high.. The
shift to.the next.higher gear. should, not be made.until the bus has, gained
sufficient momentum., The. bus should never be driven in a,gear that .causes

the engine to "lug. To do so overloads the engine and decreases the life
of the motor.

It is not advisable to change gears while going down steep hills. The
vehicle should be put in the right gear for descending the hill before
starting the descent. However, if gears must be shifted, it should be
remembered that the .engine must be speeded up b.ecause the bus will be moving
..more; rapidly on a down gr.ade, and s,o it is necessary fco .give the engine a

proportionately greater speed to accomplish a smooth, quiet- abanging of gears
3. Conservation of; tires,.
Driving at high: spee.ds is the gt-.eatest single, factor i,n reduced tire

mileage. School bus tire wear is affected less by the factor of car speed
in. relation to so.me .ot.herfac.tors because s.cliool buses are not driven at
high speeds. However, tires will go t\'jice as far at 30 mil.es an hour as

at 50 miles an hour. High speed is much more harmful to tires in hot weather
than in cold. They wear six times as f^.st at 100 degrees than at 40 degrees,
School bus drivers can do much to get greater mileage from tires if
they observe the ..following:. , ... :
a. Drive, slowly ..on, roads with sharp proj^.ctmg stones.
.b.. ,Drive slowly, on. cv.rves and take turns slowly..

.c:^ Never, let tire pressure get.below that recommended by the tire
manufacturer,. Eye?.slight under-inflation increases tire wear consider-

ably. Six pounds of under-inflation for a tire which should carry
thirty pounds of, pressure will cut the.life.of the tire at least twenty
per

cent.

.

.

,

.

.

d. Avoid striking rocks,, holes, curbs; glays, etc,. Anything which

produces a sudden sharp bend in the casing, especially if the tire
fabric is crushed between the rim and a hard object; is likely to break
cords within the tire n'ud then other cords break ground the unseen weak

spot and the tire later fails , Cuts or bruises ori the side wall will
greatly shorten the l3Lfe.,,Gf the,tire. . . ... ^

e. Avoid jumping starts and fast stops. They scuff off much more tire
tread than most people realize, One ten-foot skid takes many miles off
the

life

of

a

tire,

,;

f. Keep brakes adjusted so no one tire does more than its share of
braking.

^

,.^

,

...

•

,

.

,,

,:

.;

.:^.,

g. Switch tires every ..500Q miles,.; Thxs. will .assure.approximately even

wear on all tires. The important point to remember is to get each
tire used in, each, position..,.; ... . .. , . .. :,

h. Have wheel alignment, play and balance checked twice a year.
Driving a bus with a wheel one-half inch out of line on dry pavement
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is approximately equivalent in tire . wear.'; .every mile to an eighty-seven

foot direct side skid. Wheels out of line can shorten tire life one
quarter or more. Too much play in the steering system also causes spotty
wear of tires.
i.. Use tires of proper size and do not overload bus.
Jo Keep oil and grease off tires. Oi.l and.'grease; ,c:avse:.rubber,, to;,., , .

deteriorate or rot.
""•'•-•
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4. Gasoline Consumption. • ':;;.^-!r; ; , •: .•',,.•:: : ;:.;i -. ,;,•;. ,,;. .; .

Smooth gear 'shifting at proper 'sp^ds: arid .':drd;,^i.ng ;i'n the.-hi.ghest. gear . . .
possible at all times without causing engine labor secures the maximuTn _: ., ,;

value from the fuel. Other means that can be used by the school bus driver
to conserve 'gas^l'rne are; I: ^' •-••:'.i'-1 ^ ; •^<; .;'.., ^ •-:•; ••} •;.;;;.; ; •;^ •- ^

a. Avoid racing engine and excessive choking during warm up period.
b. Start, drive and stop smoothly.
c. Drive at moderate speeds.

d. Shut off engine when stops of excessive lengths are made. Avoid
long periods of engine idling.
e. Maintain proper fuel-air mixture.
£. Maintain proper tire pressure.

g. Maintain proper engine heat.
h. Keep ignition correctly timed.
i« Maintain good ignition spark.
j » Use light engine oils and lubricants in the engine during cold
weather.

k. Maintain a carbon-free engine. Keep valves and piston rings properly
conditioned.
1. Drive at moderate speeds around curves and down hill.

11 -
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Driver Training Series XI
Driver - Supervisor Relationships
A. The drivers position in relation to supervision.
The school bus driver does not work independently. He, like every other employee in the school system, must work within the policies of the school as
established by the board. The driver should understand his obligations to the
school superintendent and supervising principal.
The bus driver must at all times work in close cooperation with the principal
or superintendent of the school which he serves. In some school districts a
director of transportation is employed who is directly responsible to the superintendent of schools. Under such an arrangement the bus drivers are directly
responsible to the director of transportation. School transportation is an essential part of the educational system and one cannot function properly without
the other. Therefore, it is the duty. .of the school bus driver to keep officials
well informed as to matters which may be of vital interest and importance.
Before the opening of school, bus stops and schedules are planned and set
up by the school officials. The bus driver should cooperate, if requested, in
planning such schedules, and should feel free to suggest improvements with a'
view to the most efficient and economical operation of the school transportation
system. Or, in like manner 'the supervisor should enlist the aid of his drivers
in planning the program. He should encourage them to offer suggestions and give
due consideration to any suggestions made by the drivers.
B. Importance of supervision.
No program can 'function effectively without adequate supervision. Super-

vision must begin the first day the driver is on the job and continue throughout
the period of employment. The driver should not be left in the dark as to what
his specific duties are and should not rely upon other drivers to show him the
procedures in operating a school bus. It is the responsibility of the supervisor
to organize an adequate training program for new drivers and see to it that it
is carried o.ut satisfactorily.
Supervision and training is a continuous process. It is not a process that

can be completed in a few weeks and then forgotten. It must be carried on daily.Any poor work pn the part of the driver whether it is in the act of driving or
in the preparation of required reports should be promptly called fco his attention
with suggested corrections. And in like manner, if a driver does a good piece of
work, he should be commended for it. Giving an individual just credit where credit
is due tends fco make the individual do still better.
1 -

Because he is away from the supervisor a greater portion of the time, we are
inclined to think of a school bus driver as one who is his own boss and who can do
pretty much as he pleases. However, he is subject to other factors which tend to
keep him on the ball. Some of these control influences are:
1. Possibility of accidents. , ; • '

2. Iowa Highway Safety Pabr-ol.
3

.

Local

police.

._

;..,..

4. Chance observation by a school official, . : ., . .... •-...•

5. Presence of other vehicles .and pedestrians.
6.

Fixed

route.

.

.

.

7. ; Fixe.d :sche:dule of ..stops . . ' . , .

8. Letters of complaint/commendafcion.
!....:9. • Maiittenance'records/fuel consumption.,...
t

.)

'

.''''.

•

•

'.'

.

.

:

•

.

•

."'•'.

-•The supervisor must always keep;the following in mind if fche training program
is

to

be

successful:

'

•

.

.

:

'

;

10 WAYS TO KILL A SAFETY PROGRAM . . • ' - :
1. Orde^-,/:it into existence. Let the drivers know that they must drive safely
or e Ise .
2.1 Make an example of your most recent a.ccident.. Name names; ;dopt mince
x^ords; place th6 blame squarely where it ..belopgs--.on .the .driver.
• i i I'

3 i ••• Ho^.d .aafety -meetings before di^patchipg tbe drivers every morning--if you''.

hav.e ipofching riew fco say, repeat the same old cliches ....drivers learn by
repetition.

4. The morning is the best time to bring up grievances and to set the errant
drivers straight on safety malpractices. Do it while .they have a •<p<-lear
mi.nd--before, they face fche howling mob of kids riding the bus."' .,.,,,
5); ;i. Do not recognize safety achievement. Remember,,safefcy-is.'part of the driv"
.);!"ing job.' Since safe'ty'ls just in'the line of duty, it should not be. •
•.i.;;''--speGially

regarded.

'

,

.:;:

•

:

.

,

;

'

6. Criticize the state laws. Let the drivers know that some of the laws are
downright stupid and should be disregarded. . . ., . •' '"' ''

.7.' Don't'take any guff from the gendarmes. And let the drivers know what you
think of the cop on the beat--or : in-the , squad ca.r.--whQ h^nds out tickets
to

school

bus

drivers.

2 ~

.

.'

.

'

..

'

•

•

8. Have an arrangement with the local police department. Let the drivers
know you ve provided such "insurance" and short of killing somebody,
they re pretty immune as far as the local cops are concerned.

9. 1Whenever you hear of a new gadget devised for safety on a school bus, add
it to your equipment. A full panel of buttons, switches and levers
impresses the drivers--makes them feel like they're in a cockpit of a
jet.
10„ Impress on the minds of the drivers that the school bus has the right of
way. When they stop--everything with wheels has got to stop. This is
their right of the road and they should practice it to the fullest....
it's the motorist who must dri.ve defensively.
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Driver Training Series XII
Driver - Public Relationships
A. The driver and his bus as public relations agents of the school.
1. The general public.
The bus driver is on the front line in the field of public relations,
and the efforts of the supporting cast are all directed toward helping
him do the best job possible.
The opinion of the general public and m3ny parents concerning the school
system is often based on the efficiency of the school bus service. If
well-maintained buses driven by congenial, safe drivers make their stops on
schedule, the whole school system enjoys a good reputation, regardless
of other aspects of the operation. Many boards of education can attest to
the fact that complaints concerning bus operation from delegations of
citizens far outnumber the complaints about any other phase of school operation, and in certain areas outnumber all other complaints combined.
A few acts of courtesy by the drivers will soon have everyone remarking
about it. In general terms, true courtesy is merely using the Golden Rule..

A few of the simple courteous acts are:
'a. Slowing down when passing through pools of water to avoid splashing
cars or pedestrians.

b. Waiting patiently for elderly or confused pedestrians to clear the
intersection.
c. Keeping engine noise down.

d. Waiting behind a confused motorist without indicating impatience
by leaning on the horn.
e. Avoid blocking" other vehicles when parking the bus.
2. Parents.

There is a very definite value in the bus driver knowing the parents
of the pupils who ride the school bus. He should contact them and build
up a feeling of friendship. Remember that they are interested in their
children apd will appreciate knowing the bus driver who is transporting
them to and from school. If they feel that the driver is interested and
is making a sincere attempt to do his job in the safest possible manner,
they will cooperate with him when problems arise. Problems of discipline
1 -

can very easily be related to the pupils environment, and if the driver
knows the environment from which the pupils cbme's, he is better able to meet
these problems. ; ';

The driver should feel free to discuss with the parents the problems
which confront him, and to know what help he can expect from them in case
of an emergency. During bad weather he may need help, and if he knows the
patrons along the route he knows what help he can count on. The patron.:, will.....

be more willing to render assistance if matters have been discussed with
him beforehand, and he has been shown where help may be necessary in order'''''

to safely transport the pupils. If the driver ignores him until assistance
is needed, the patron is going to conclude that the driver only' came-s..around
when he i,s in need of help.,.

Certain information should be reported to the parents of the' children^
from time to time. If a pupil becomes sick on the'bus, this 'rnf'ortti^-'tibn

should be passed on. Many contagious diseases can be stopped from spreading
in

this

manner,

':

.

'

'

•

.•;

..

Tf the driver knows 'that' 'the bus: w'i'l'I 'be late on a •ce'rfcarn :d'ay •'h"<h s'-hould
inform the parents sotihe'y will not 'be iwori'ied about the'childre'n. • Also,"
any serious'road hazard" which develops should 'be reported. Ma-'ny times 'the

patrons, on, the route can be of valuable assis'tance in getting roads Tepaired
so

fhat

they

will

no't

b'e'

dangerous'.

'

'

•

'

;

',•;..

.

•

.

,

The driver should not go to the parents with every little problem of
discipline'fhat confronts him, but"if 'he finds that any disci'p'line problem
is becoming serious, and'feels that a'ri'important step must'-be t'aken,' the'n

the parents should be notified. Most parents do not want their children
to misbehave and will usually take steps to' correct this si'tuatiori before
it becomes too serious. The parents should by all means be told if a decision has been made by the bus driver or the principal of the school to
deny any child the privilege of riding the bus.
The bus driver is sometimes cdnfrorited with the problem of pupils living
in town and not entitled to transportation, who want to ride home and st ay
with farm friends overnight. It also happens that adults living on the bus
route will request a ride into town on the'bus . All persons should be in-

formed that the law w±ll not permit bus drivers to transport any person who
is not a pupil entitled to transportation, a teacher,' or an official of the
school, while making the regular route. There are several'reaSorig'fbr this
law, and if the problem arises these reasons should be explained so that
there will be'no hard feelings. Transportation is furnished at public expense
to pupils attending school who live a certain minimum distance from the school
If adults or unauthorized persons are allowed to ride the bus, th6.y. .afe^
taking seats to which authorized pupils are entitled. If one unauthorized
person'is allowed to ride then'others cannot'be'refused; and the situation
will..soon grow ihfco something too large for the bus.driver to handle.:"Be-

sides beinjg a protection fco the school cl-iildren,' this rule is a protection
to the bus driver, since the insurance carried on the bus protects the'bu-s
^

load,, but does not protect persons who are not officially on school 'business.

The school authorities and bus drivers should enlist the cooper atioW
of parents, since the parents also have a responsibility. Their responsibility requires:
2 -

a... Cooperation with school • authorities and bus drivers.in promoting
efficient

service.

,

(1) The purpose of school transportation is to provide safe, comfortable, and economical transportation for those pupils living
beyond walking distance to school. It is not a taxi service for
childr.en, parents or unauthorized persons. Parents should not

expect the bus to operate over roads that are not properly maintained,
or on private lanes leading from the residence to , the. highway, or
on roads where adequate turn-arounds are not provided.

(2) Children should be taken from the school to their homes, but
in case of an emergency the principal may arrange for the driver
to drop the children at another designated place.
(3) Parents must not send children who are not in school on the
bus, either to or from school. Taking care of children too young
to be'in school is the responsibility of the parents.
(4) In cases where parents wish to take pupils home from school,
. arrangements should be.made before the bus leaves the school. In

no case should parents stop the bus along the highx^ay at an undesignated stop for the purpose of removing their children.
b. Have children at the bus stop on time.
c. Make suggestions in writing to the school authorities for the improvement of school transportation.

d. Use their influence in getting roads improved.
e. Insure the cooperation of children with the.authorities responsible for transportation.

(1) Parents should understand that pupils,riding on school buses
must obey all regulations governing pupils riding school buses
or forfeit their right to ride.
3. Motorists.

The school bus driver should be courteous and tolerant toxvard other
users of the highway. Most drivers of commercial vehicles have, by the
courtesies extended to other users of the highway, gained the reputation of
being good drivers. Such drivers are not content merely to drive according
to the law 'but try to make their presence on the highway both pleasant and
helpful to the other motorists . School bus drivers should endeavor to drive
in such a manner that they will be looked upon as drivers who stress r.oad,
courtesy.

School bus drivers should be especially careful not to block traffic
.upnecessanly. To have a long line of. vehicles backed up behind the bus is
extremely hazardous. Some of the drivers are apt fco become irritable and make
attempts to pass the bus,when passing cannot be accomplished safely.,, Every

effort should be made, within reason, to permit the natural flow of traffic.
3 -

Ori'a:'busy highway where the''homes of pupils are close together, the
number of stops should be limited. Pupils should be required to.'proceed to
designated pick-up points so as to reduce the number of stops.
The'bus driver should also use good jiidgment in relation:to; on-coming
traffic whil^ "shopping to pick up pjipils.; If it can be done saiEe.-ly he should
permit on-com'lrt'g, fcfaffic ' to pass before extending his. stop arm..-.!. Certainly
he should'not :ll'6lath"'h:iis:'stop arm out in front of the on-coming driver who is

too close to stop'safely in time. Thi:svis not only discourteous, but also
dangerous, since the driver may los'e control of his car in.an effort to stop
quickly.
Following'are: a few courteousiacts' thst should be practiced by all
school

bus

drivers:

•

'

'

•

;

•

•

:

•

'

'

.;,-

a". 'Waiting foi- a; good opening-'before entering a traffic stream.

b. Yielding to avoid an accident or a close ca:ll!, even xvhen it s his
turn.
1

.

....

,..

_

,

:!c. • 'Stopping' and'THaking a break in'tt'affiG to let a vehicle-eater from
a

'driveway.

'

"

:

''';

';

••'

•'

.

:

•

•'•'.•..

.

".•

d. Dimming his lights first when meeting traffic at night.
e. Dimming headlights when following closely at night.
f. Giving turn signals in plenty of time to warn those following.;-;
B. Courtesy and sympathetic consideration for the other persons problems.
Those people who'mtriimi'ze their'own'problems and are sincerely .sympathetic

toward the problems of others are the ones who get along the'best. School bus
drivers should realize that individual pupils are confronted with problems which
are minor, arid yet to'-'fha't pupil tHe''problem is very real and important. The

driver shoulcT'lend'£J sympathetic ear-to these problems,; which act in itself in
many cases eases the pupil's apprehension. This is ttot-only true of pupils but
extends to all people with whom the drivers come in contact.
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APPENDIX
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SCHOOL BUS PATROLS*
Their Selection and Training
In the selection of Bus Patrols you should select those pup-i'ls who are among
the firsfc.,to,,load in the.morning and the last to leave the bus at night. Thl's'will
sometimes require that.two groups be selected for each bus, a morning crew:and an

afternoon crew,. Each Patrol should be equipped with a white Sam Browne'belt and
a badge.
The Patrols selected should be carefully .advised that they will be under the
direction of the bus driver at all times - except if the driver is injured or sick.'
In those cases they. should .have had specific instructions as to procedures to
follow in .control of the pupils and in securing help.
Each bus should have:.
Two front Patrols and one rear Patrol'on each crew.

Each Patrol should be carefully instructed on the following items: : '
1. Open front door.
2. Open rear door .

3. Turn off ignition key.
4. Apply emergency brake carefully.
5. Operate fire extinguish.er * ;
6. Light flares. .

7. Turn on lights .
8. Guide the bus to safe place if driver is injured or sick.
No school Bus Patrol, under- ANY circumstance, will act without the direction
or consent of the driver - UNLESS the driver is physically unable to give instructions. If the bus: driver is unable to give directions, the Bus Patrol shall 'use
extreme caution; i'n carrying out his or her patrol duties.

Recofflmended Procedure for Emergency Unloading of School Buses
Emergency Dufcies
b. Help small children.

1. Bus Driver

a. Apply emergency brake.
b. Turn off ignition.

c. Direct pupils to safe place.

c.. Stay in bus.

Rear Bus Patrol

d. .Supervise Bus Patrols.

:-' Front Unloading.

e...Signal Patrol to open rear door

a. Keep pupils m'd-vittg toward front door

f. Supervise exit of students.

Front Bus Patrols

b. Control panic among pupils.
Rear Unloading
a. Open emergency door when directed

Patrol No. 1
a. Set out flags or flares legal

b. If driver is injured - use good

distance fr.ont -and :rear.
b. As:sist,.with unlog.d.-ing'
c. Direct students to safe place.

Patrol No. 2
a.

Start unloading.

by dr'iver .
jud'gm'ent'as to when to exit from
rear door.
c. Have another student help.

d. Watch for traffic hazards.
e. Direct pupils to safe place.

^William J. Mangum, Safety and Training Specialist; Tell City Tube Plant,
General Electric Company, Tell City, Indiana.

Recommended Procedure in Case of Fire
:' I'.

1. Driver orders unloading " front, 4. Bus Patrol should know how to use
or; rear,:'or: both;. . . . fire: e^tingui.shers.

2. ; Flags ,or fibres to :be placed.. .. 5. Pupils should be directed to safe
3. Bus Patrols .assist;;; where they can... . place aw^y: from'bus . 'i'
he of help, to t'he driye.r. .. ;: • : - . 6. Watch 'fof;traffic hazards.

Recommended Procedure in Case of Accident
1. ..Drive.r ,no^i-i;njured; .• . . . ..; . J-.: 'e. One bus'' patrol and bne'other pupil

a. Driver directs the placing of takes telephone number card and
flags,,or flares..; . '-..1. . goes to the nearest house for help
b. Driver orders unloading - .fron.fe; f. Driver lcind other Bus Patrols stay

or rear - or both. with the bus and pupils until help
c. Patrols help driver spot injured arrives. -s- ' ; :;

pupils.
d. Patrols assist driver in first aid. :. •" • ; : '' ' •'-;

2.

Driver

injured

..

.

,,

.

.

'...-(i

.:

<i.l.;''

'

'

'

:

!1"

a. If bus is still moving, front Bus;- j:

Patrol moves into driver s seat
and guides bus to shoulder of road.
b. Patrol stops engine.
c. Patrol applies emergency brake. ' • ; •
d. Front Patrols supervise unloading of pupils;'';-

6. One Bus Patrol and one other pupil takes telephone number card and goes to the nearest • '' '
house

for

.help....

,<,

•;

•.

"

.•

••

•

'

1::^

:

;;,.:• :i- .Prep'arattpn^pr Emergencies '• • '";

In.,addi,tiqn to. the requi.yed. .items such as flags, flares, &kef,';£ir^'extln'-'

guishers and first aid kit, each- .bus, whether under contract' 6rj'Owned by the school
district, shall carry a supply of telephone number cards.
These cards' shall contain the names and telephone numbers of the persons who
should be called in case of accident or emergency. ' ''" •' '
There shall b,e; at. least three numbers provided - listed as first, second,' and
third

choice..

.

.

.:

,

•.

.

.

;

.;

.

<

"•

•

i '7 .'•';•

There shall also be provided additional information which can be used by a pupil
in securing aid.0^.an,emergency type - wrecker, fire department, dbctors, ambulances,
local police, departments, county traffic departments, and S£:ate'Traffic Patrols.'-''

A copy of th-is ,,.Cc>zid should be fastened above the visor level at the front of the
bus. The e>;tra ^copies to be carried by the Bus Patrol when going for help'-can
be carried in the compartment, • . .'•' :
•'i:^.'..'

••

-''

Local arrangements should be made to have the departme'n't "first contacted use
short wave police radio in obtaining help from other depar<tmeritSy if time can be'
saved in getting help .to, jthe scene of the difficulty. :; • •':••-; ' ' -;
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THE TEN MOST COMMON REASONS OR CAUSES FOR RA.IL-HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING
ACCIDENTS WERE FOUND TO BE:
1. The motorist sees the train approaching, but misjudges its speed. He
thinks he can get across, but fails.
2. The motorist waits for one train to clear the crossing, then immediately
starts across, but is struck by another train approaching from the opposite
direction.

3. The driver converses with other people in his car and his attention is
distracted from the safe operation of the car.
4. The motorist sees other cars standing at the crossing, obviously waiting
for a train to pass, but heedlessly drives around them into the path of the
approaching train.
5. The motorist is so familiar with the crossing, having passed over it
hundreds of times, that he uses no caution whatsoever. A case where familiarity
breeds contempt.

6, The motorist uses only one hand on the steering wheel, the other arm
being otherwise occupied. Under such circumstances his mind is not primarily
concerned with driving safely.
7. The motorist has defective eyesight, defective hearing, or both, or
is otherwise physically or mentally deficient and should not be licensed to
drive a car.

8. The motorist has too much alcohol in his system and is incapable of
determining what should or should not be done while approaching the crossing.
9. The motorist, driving at night as well as in locations with which he
is not familiar, drives at a speed too great for such circumstances. Consequently,
he cannot stop in time when a railroad crossing appears ahead. The result is
that he drives into the side of a train.
10. The motorist drives a car with faulty brakes or other defects and is
unable to stop or start at the proper time, or stalls his car on the crossing.

Before The

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Doclcet No. 33440

PREVENTION OF RAIL-HIGHWAY GRADECROSSING ACCIDENTS INVOLVING RAILWAY
TRAINS AND MOTOR VEHICLES
BRIEF OF RAILROAD RESPONDENTS
Washington, D. C.

November 15, 1962
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BUS DRIVERS PERFORMANCE CHECK LIST
Yes No
1. Did the driver check his bus properly before boarding?
a. Check tires
b. Oil level
c. Water in radiator

d. Clean windshield and mirrors
e. Clean rear windows, signs, and lettering

f. Check lights and safety equipment
2. If the engine was cold, did the driver warm it up properly?
3. Did the driver sit up in proper driving position?
4< Did he orient himself properly in the driver's seat before taking

off?
5. Was he alert to conditions outside the bus?
6. Did he test his brakes before pulling into traffic when leaving
the parking area?
7. Did he use proper signals before making a turn?
8. Did he get into the proper lane before making a turn?
9. Did the driver "ride" the clutch?
10. Did he "lug" the engine?

11. Did he show skill in down shifting?
12. When stopping to load or unload pupils, did he use his warning
lights approximately 300 feet before stopping?
13. Were stops made properly at grade railway crossings?
14. Did the driver use good judgement in passing other vehicles?
15. Did the driver use brakes properly in bringing the bus to a stop?
16. Did the driver allow plenty of room when following other vehicles?
17. Did he check traffic before opening door to discharge pupils?
18. When pupils had to cross the road did the driver,, after stopping
the bus on the highway and ascertaining that the way was clear,
signal pupils across the road in front of the bus?
19. Did the driver make sure that all was clear before backing at
turn-around?

20. Did the driver maintain good discipline?
21. Did the driver carry on unnecessary conversation?
22. Did the driver observe safe speed limits?

^ (p-'

.1. n,i^

;.:.'.)''

:n
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ARE YOU A HEEL AT THE WHEEL?*
Want a quick indication of what a man is really like? Just watch him drive.
Almost anyone can give the appearance of being a gentleman when everything is
going his way, but if he s a true gentleman, he'll remain one even under stress.

If he thinks someone is taking advantage of him, watch out -- that s when the
phony will betray his true nature.
Let any driver detain the "phony" for a few seconds, out in front of him, or
obstruct his so-called right of way, and he's out to show everyone who's boss.

Self-centered, hot-tempered drivers are not only unpleasant people, they re
dangerous as well.

Remember that your driving reflects you. If you re really a responsible person,
you 11 act like one behind the wheel. There are several breeds of heels behind
the wheel. Here are just a few:
THE ME-FIRSTER--This is the selfish competitive character who must be
first away from the traffic light, can't stand to have anyone pass him,
and risks the life of anyone who gets in his way.
THE BIG I--This is the fellow who is too big for the rules. Others can
obey the law and a. code of decent and courteous behavior, but not this

self-inflated big shot. He s above all that.
THE KNOW-IT-ALL-'This driver is good, in his own estimation. He knows just
what the other driver is going to do, just how fast he can stop, just how
much room he needs to cut in on another car. But the way this over con-

fident jerk escapes painful disillusionment is that the really good drivers
give him a wide berth,
THE SWASHBUCKLER--This fellow thinks he expresses masculinity or something
by living dangerously behind the wheel. He believes that he who hesitates
is lost and that his luck will hold forever.
THE SOREHEAD--This fellow is just plain hostile. He drives with a chip
on his shoulder and is ready to lock fenders for any real or imagined wrong.
He s sore at everyone, and very brave while surrounded by a steel auto-

mobile with the windows rolled up.
THE SHOW-OFF--This is the exhibitionist. He's graduated from no hands on
a bike to no sense at the wheel. He just wants people to admire his flashy
performance, but most other drivers are too busy getting out of his way.
The National Safety Council says: ssfe driving depends not only on skill, but
on patience and consideration for the other guy. The alert driver who s a nice
guy on the road regardless of circumstances is usually the guy with a clean safety
record.

And considerate driving is not only the mark of a true gentleman. Ladies, too,
show their true nature behind the wheel.

* Iowa State Highway Commission, School Newsletter. Volume 5 - Number 7,
March, 1965.

FILMS AND SLIDES

The following 16 mm. films and slides are available. Direct your
request to the Division of Transportation, State Department of Public
Instruction, State Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa.

FILMS
1 - How to drive on Ice & Snow
2 - How to follow Safely
3 - Don't be a Sitting Duck

4 - What Right of Way
5 - The Art of Being Passed
6 - How to pass Safely
7 - Stay Right and Stay Safe
8 - The Smith System
9 - Accident Behavior
10 - Safety on the School Bus
11 - Driving under Special Conditions
12 - Priceless Cargo
13 - Law & Tragedy of School Bus Accidents

SLIDES
1 - Greeley School Bus - Train Collision
2 - School Bus - Truck Collision
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